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Abstract

An Analytical Investigation of a Panhard Rod Restraint
for Beam-Axle Vehicle Suspensions
Qiang Yin

The contributions of the kinematic and dynarnic properties of a Panhard rod
constraint to the ride and handling performance of road vehicles with beam-axle
suspensions are analyzed through study of the roll plane dynamics of a modem highdecker highway bus. A nonlinear kineto-static model of the candidate vehicle is first
developed and analyzed to investigate the variations in the coordinates of the suspension
roll center and the sprung mass gravity center, the effective roll stifhess as a function of
the magnitude of centrifugai force excitation, roll input, vehicle Ioad and the Panhard rod
design parameters. Two roll plane dynarnic models of the candidate vehicle with nineDOF and five-DOF are then formulated and analyzed under excitations due to directional
maneuvers and road irregularîties, as characterized by a harmonic centrifuga1 acceleration,
out-of-phase harmonie displacements, and random unevenness with randomly distributed
phase between the right and left tracks. The simulation results show that the Panhard rod
inertia and bushings represented in nine-DOF model contribute only to high fiequency
dynamics of the vehicle. The ride and handling performance of the candidate vehicle
under transverse Panhard rod constraint, which relates to the low fiequency dynamics of
the vehicle is thus evaluated with the simplified five-DOF model by assessing the roll and
lateral displacements and accelerations of the sprung mass. The effect of the variations in
the suspension and Panhard rod properties, and the vehicle operation conditions are
investigated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Review of Previous Investigations

Vehicle suspensions are prirnarily designed to support vehicle weighf isolate
vehicle body fiom the road disturbances, and provide directional control.

These

fiuidamentd requirements can be compiled h o three basic criteria: economy, cornfort and

handling, as illustrated in Figure 1.1 [Il. However, these basic criteria, in principle, are
mutudy wntradictory. Extreme economy is certainly not automatically equated with a

high degree of cornfort, and excellent h a n h g is generally not attsinable with inexpensive
designs. Good ride quality inevitably requires soft suspensions. Soft suspensions,
however, yield poor control performance with respect to spmg mass attitude and thus
deteriorate the handling and roll stabiïty perfonnaace of the vehicle. The design of
vehicle suspension thus involves a compromise among economy, handhg and ride
performance characteristics.

Linkage rnechanisrn plays an important role in realinng the vehicle suspension
designs that can provide adequate ride and hanciiing pe&omance. Suspension linkages
affect the vehicle performance in a signifiant manner since the handling and directional
cuntrol characteristics are directiy related to the hematics and dynamics of the
suspension linkages, while ride quality of a vehicle is strongly related to the suspension's
energy restoring and dissipating properties. A wide variety of suspension linkages have

been designed for independent and beam axle vehicle suspensions. Some of the commonly
used suspension linkages ernployed in independent suspensions, such as Double-Wishbone
suspension and Macpherson Stnit suspension are iilustrated in Figure 1.2. The schematic

Technical

Parameters

Quality
Index
weighted
QualiN

In ex
R e dt

Quaîity

Basic criteria for vehicle suspension designs [ 1 ]

I

*Double-Wishbone
suspensions
-.

Macpherson Stmt suspension

Schernatics of doiible Wishbone and MacPherson stntt scispensions

diagrams for suspension linkages used in axle suspensions are shown in Figure 1.3. The
relative merits of independent and axle suspensions have been addressed in a number of
studies [2-4]. Independent suspension linkage designs could lead to improved ride and

handling, reduced road damage, and usually are employed when the optimum ride and
handling performance compromise for on-road conditions is a priority. Axle suspension
linkages, on the other hand, ofFer signïficant advantages for highway bus, heavy truck and
off-road vehicles.

The dependent axie suspensions, in general, are rugged and

inexpensive, provide adequate ground clearance and vehicle dynamic performance
comparable with those of the independent suspension linkage designs. The kinematics and
dynamics of such an axle suspension and the associated linkage is thus investigated in this

dissefiztion.

Arnong various axle suspensions, beam-axle is one of the most commoniy used
configurations and therefore is of significant importance. The beam-axle suspensions
fiequently employa! in heavy vehicles are required to transmit excessive power. Such
d e s thus need to be cunstrained in the fore-aft plane with certain restraining linkage. In
the roll plane, an anti-roll bar is usually employed to restrain the roll motion of the sprung
mass encountered due to excitation arising fiom steering inputs and road irregularities.
Suspension linkages instailed between the sprung and unsprung masses, such as Panhard
rod, Chebyshev M a g e , Watt linkage, Roberts linkage and Evans Iinkage, etc., as shown
in Figure 1.4, are fiequently utiiized in conjun&on with sofier suspensions to enhance the
ride dynamics, the roll and lateral directional stabiiity of highway buses, heavy-duty trucks,
racing cars, and off-road vehicles.

The primary objective of the dissertation research is to investigate the ride,
handling and roll stability characteristics of road vehicles incorporating beam-axle
suspensions with a Panhard rod constraining link, which are strongly related to the

Figure 1.3

Schematics of rigid axies [ I l

Panhard rod

Watt linkage

Chebyshev linkage

Figure 1.4

Evans linkage.

Schematics of straight-line constraint linkages

restoring and dissipation properties of the suspension, and the kinematic and dynamic
properties of the linkage. A highway bus equipped with b ~ i ~ - â xsuspensions
le
is selected

as the candidate vehicle. Kuietostatic and dynamic roll plane models of the candidate
vehicle are forrnulated to study the ride, handling and roll characteristics of the candidate
vehicle under static, harmonic and random road excitations, and static and hannonic

centrifùgal acceleration caused by a directional maneuver. The influence of the kinematic
and dynarnic properiies of the Panhard rod, the suspension s p ~ and
g damping properties,
the vehicle speed and the road roughness on the beam-axle suspension performance are
discussed.

1.2

Literature Review
A review of the relevant reported studies on the suspension design and

performance for the road vehicles is briefly presented in the following sections to
formulate the scope of this dissertation. The literature review specificdy ernphasizes the
aspects related to ride and handling performance of road vehicles and passive suspension
design techniques, which involve vehicle modeling, road surface and tire-road interface
descriptions, optinùzation techniques, suspension linkages, and beam-axle suspensions.

1.2.1 Ride and Handling Performance of Road Vehicles
Ride quality of road vehicle relates to rnany ergonomic design and dynarnic
considerations. While the driver seating, workstation design, air quality, etc. fom the
essential components of ergonomic consideration, the dynamic ride quality relates to the
whole-body vehicle vibration and noise. The dynamic ride quality is strongly related to the
design of vehicle suspension, and is assessed in terms of acceleration due to vibration

transmitted to the drivedpassenger seats or the spmng mass. The road irregularities,

directional maneuvers, engine and drive-line vibrations and the aerodynamic forces are
wnsidered as the major contniuting factors to the overall ride vibration environment of
the vehicle. Arnong these, the low fkquency vibration arising fiom the interactions of the
vehicle and tires with the irregular road are considered as the most significant contributing
factor.

The vehicle response to directional maneuvers is also known to yield low

frequency vibration (weil below 0.5 Hz) at the driver/passenger location.

Since the

drivedpassenger cornfort relates to the magnitude of low frequency vibration (below 8
Hz) [ISO-263 11, the studies on ride quality of vehicles mostly focus on the road-induced
vibration.

The handling performance of a road vehicle refers t o its directional characteristics
to the cirivers' inputs, such as the comering/directional, braking and acceleration
maneuvers.

A rapid, precise and steady path following response of the vehicle is

considered as the moa desirable handling.

The handling performance of a vehicle,

however, is a complex function of the roll, lateral and yaw motion response of the spmng

masses of the vehicles, cornering properties of the tires, and vehicle deflections
experienced by the suspension springs. The maximum lateral and roll deflections of the
spmng mass when mbject to resultant extemal force caused by directional maneuvers
tiequently used to assess the handling and roll performance of vehicles.

While sofl suspensions yield improved ride performance, the realization of good
handling and directional control performance necessitates medium hard to hard suspension
spnngs. Simultaneous demand for better ride and handluig characteristics thus poses
conflicting design requirements for road vehicle suspensions. A number of designs and

concepts in passive suspension have evolved in an atternpt to achieve a compromise
between ride and handling requirements of road vehicles, which are briefly discussed in the
following subsections.

1.2.2 Suspensions and Suspension Linkages
The prirnary fùnctions of a road vehicle suspension are to provide vehicle support,

stability, and directional control during handing maneuvers, such as accderationhraking
and cornering, and to provide effective isolation fiom road disturbances. Furthemore, the
suspension should be insensitive to extedly applied loads, such as crosswind
aerodynamic forces and cargo load variations (51. Vehicle suspensions can be classified
into two categories based on their design: solid axles and independent suspensions.

A solid d e is one in which the wheels are mounted at either end of a rigid beam
so that any movement of one w h e l is transmitted to the opposite wheel causing them to

steer and camber together [6]. Solid axles are ofien ernployed in the rear of many cars and

most tnicks, and within the front axles of many four-wheel-drive trucks. Heavy trucks,
where the axles are designed with high load-carxying capacity, the solid beam d e s are

most frequently employed. Solid axles in the Hotchkiss rear suspension and the four-link
rear suspension are shown in Figures 1.5 and 1.6. In Hotchkiss suspension, the leafs
perform not only the springing function but also locating the axle laterally and reacting to
acceleration and braking torque. The kinematic motion of such suspension, however, is
not controlled very precisely. The inherent friction of the leaf springs M e r yield poor
ride and reduced side stability, since long leaf springs are required to achieve lower spring
rates. In a four-link suspension, the lower control arms provide longitudinal control of the

d e , while the upper amis absorb braking/driving torque and lateral forces. The coi1 or air
springs c m be conveniently used to achieve improved noise, vibration and harshness
performance by eliminating the coulomb fiction cheracteristics of leaf springs.

In contras to the solid d e s , independent suspensions allow each wheel to move
vertically without affécting the opposite wheel. Such suspensions offer superior resistance

Figure 1.5

The Hotchkiss rear suspension 161

Figure 1.6

The four-link rear suspension [6]

to steering vibration (wobble and shimmy), and provide improved space for locating the
engine and drive train. Such suspension is thus most frequently employed in modem
automobiles and light trucks. Figures 1.7 and 1.8 illustrate the schematics of independent
suspension employed in Ford Taurus and the Corvette.

The control arms absorb

longitudinal forces and braking momemts, control squat and lift. In the Corvette design the
U-jointed halfshafts serve as an upper lateral control arm with a simple stmt rod sewing as
the lower lateral arm, in which case, both upper and lower control m s absorb the Lateral
forces.

1.2.3 Passive Suspension Analysis
Ride and handling characteristics of road vehicles with passive suspensions have

been extensively investigated in nurnerous analytical and experimental studies [7- 171.
Various linear and nonlinear vehicle models of varying complexities ranging fiom simple
vertical dynamics of two degree-of-freedom @OF) models to three-dimensional complex
models with many DOF, have been developed.

Majorïty of the vehicle models is

developed based on the rigid body assumption [18-231, while oniy few models have
inwrporated the flexibility of vehicle components that result in considerable computational
complexities due to increased dirnensionality and higher frequencies of natural vibration
involved [24-261.

The vehicle suspension systems are invariably modeled to include

progressively hardening force-deflection characteristics of the springs, either linear or
variable force-velocity propertïes of the damping elements. The nonlinearities arising fiom
geometrical configuration are also included in only few studies. A number of analytical
techniques have been introduced to perform design optimization of linear and noniinear
suspension under deterministic and random road excitation [27-301. .

Figure 1.7

Multi-link rear suspension ofFord Taurus and Stable [6]

Figure 1-8

The Corvette independent rear suspension [6]

Linear adyticd techniques have been extensively used in suspension design and
analysis of vehicles to investigate various designs concepts and perform preliminary
performance analyses. In cases where nonlinear effects have to be included in the vehicle
model, and convenient linear analyticai toois are desired to estimate the response
characteristics, thne and fkquency domain equivalent hearization techniques are usually

utilkd to fornulate an equivalent h e m suspension models.

Many Linearization

techniques, such as local quivalent and statisticd linearization methods have been used to
study the response behavior of nonlinear suspensions [31-351. Majority of analytical
investigations in vehicle suspension characterktics, however, is efficiently conducted in a
relatively simple manner using iinear analytical means for preliminary performance
evaluations and parametnc sensitivity studies.

Simple two DOF,quarter-vehicle models compnsing sprung and unsprung masses
constrained to move dong the vertical direction, suspension spring and damping
properties, and tire characteristics, have been extensively used to gain fundamental
understanding of the suspension concepts and parameters on the vehicle ride performance
under deterministic or random road disturbances [36-401. Such models permit the anaiysis
of different vehicle suspension concepts under in-phase vertical excitations in a highly
convenient marner.

Since the vibration environment of a vehicle comprises various

coupled modes of vibration of the sprung and unsprung masses, nich models can not be
utilized to predict the complex ride and handling performance of vehicles subject to the
coupled vertical excitations arising from road irregularities and the excitations due to
driver' s maneuvers.

A large number of in-phase and three-dimensional analytical models with varying

complexities have been developed to investigate the ride and handling properties of
vehicles subject to realistic road excitations involving wheel base filtenng effects 141-451.

Although a comprehensive three-dimensional model may be considered desirable to study
the coupleci motions of the vehicles subjecîed to road irregularities and extemal forces,

andytical models, which are reaiistic enough to predict the vehicle's behavior of interest
with minimum number of DOF, are usually considered desirable.

Furthermore, the

complexity of the models may depend upon the objectives of the study. The transient
handling and aability analyses of road vehicles, for instance, involve nodinear threedimension models in conjunction with nonlinear suspension and tire properties to predict
the lateral, roll and longitudindy directional response of vehicle. The ride quality anaiysis
of hi& speed road vefiçles are ofteri conducteci in the pitch plane to e s h a t e the levels of

vemcai and pitch vibrations of the vehicles subject to the longitudinally wupled vertical
excitation caused by roadway irregulanties. Altematively, roll-plane models are fiequently
employed to study both the ride and handling properties of vehicles, where the handling
assessment is iimited to roll and lateral deflections. The analysis of a roll plane model can
yield signifiant insight into the vehicle response to excitations arising fiom road
irregularities at the lefi and nght tire-road interface and driver's steering maneuvers, while
neglecting the dynamics associated with the pitch, yaw and longitudinal modes of the
vehicles. Roll-plane models are, specifically, well suited for the anaiysis of dependent
suspensions such as beam-aule suspensions with transversal restraining linkages, for
instance, the Panhard rod. The measurements on the ride quality of highway buses have
revealed that the discornfort experienced by dnver/passengers is primariiy due to the
bounce and lateral vibrations caused by road imegularities and steering maneuvers, while
the contributions due to yaw, pitch and fore/& vibrations are relatively insignificant.
Furthermore, the rollover behavior, one of the major concerns for the highway bus
handling design, is pnncipally related to the roll plane dynamics. Therefore, the ride and
handling qualities related to bounce, lateral and dynamic roll response characteristics of
the vehicle subject to road irregularities and cornering/directionaI maneuvers at high
speeds can be effectively investigated using a roll plane model of the vehicle [46-471.

The ride vibration characteristics are directly related to the modes of vehicular

vibration and the road roughness. Roads traversed by road vehicles are usudly assumed
to be perfeçtly ngid and the profiles under no-load condition repreçent the vertical
displacement excitation to the tire and wheel assembles. Deterministic road surface
profiles, such as half round obstacles and sinusoidal course, etc. are fkequently ernployed
to assess the transient ride performance of vehicle suspensions. In-phase and out-of-phase
harxnonic displacement excitations are wnveniently used to evduate the bounce and roll
vibration of suspension system under both bounce and roll excitations [46].

Road

roughness, however, are random in nature. Various studies have established that road
profile is normally distributed and c m be mathematically represented by a stationary
random process [48-491. Descriptions of various road surfaces have b e n proposed in
tems of spatial spectral density of the roughness, çuch as highways, secondary roads for

Pasture and plowed fields [50-531.

The linear and nonlinear tire models representing the tire-road interactions directly
influence the ride and handling perfomuice analysis. While few studies have proposed a
fixed or adaptive contact patch tire models, vast majonty of studies have been perfomed
assuming bilinear point-contact tire mode1 154-551- It has been established that tire-road
interactions can be effectively characterized by a point contact, considering high inflation
pressure used in modem heavy vehicle tires and non-deformable roads.

Design of a passive suspension for a road vehicle involves designing suspension
configuration and selecting suspension parameters to achieve a compromise among
codicting design requirements with satisfactory balance between the ride and handling
performance characteristics. The restorative and dissipative properties of suspension force
elements, such as spnng, darnping, bushuig and mounts affect the vehicle dynamic

behavior in a significant manner [56-581.

Enhancement of handling performance, for

instance, requires 'hard' suspensions, improvement of ride performance, however,
necessitates 'soft' suspensions. Furthemore, a 'harder' suspension will cause higher tire
loads and thus result in severer road damage, while a 'sofier' suspension will result in
larger suspension deflection. Chalasani performed cumprehensive evaluations on the

effects of suspension spring stiffhess and damping coefficients on vehicle response
characteristics [56]. Lu et al developed a non-Iinear programmllig formulation to achieve
optimal design of a four-DOF roll plane passive suspension, where optimal values of
suspension spring and darnping coefficients, and tire stifbess are generated to achieve
desired ride performance by rninimizing the mean square value of the vertical acceleration
of the sprung mass 1411. ElMadany presented an optimization method to minimize the
acceleration and jerk experiend by the driver to improve the vehicle ride quality [59]. A
number of other studies have been conducteci to determine the fixed optimal suspension
parameters through utilizing Optimization techniques and various fonns of optirnization
criteria to achieve better vehicle suspension designs [60-641.

1.2.4 Panhard Rod Beam-Me Suspension

The beam-de suspensions are fiequently equipped with a constraint linkage such

as Panhard rods, also referred to as the track rods. Such restraining linkages permit nearly
vertical motions of the unsprung masses relative to the body, while limiting the relative roll
deflections. The restraining linkages fùnher provide enhanced roll stifiess and lateral
stability. A Panhard rod provides lateral force reactions between the sprung and unsprung
masses. It is desirable that the lateral forces are mostly transmitted dong the lateral a i s ,
while ody a miminimal wmponent is directed dong the vertical direction. Beam-axle
suspensions with Panhard rods (track bars) are widely used in rear suspensions of road

vehicles, race cars, heavy trucks, and &ont, drive and rear suspensions of highway buses et
al.

Although Panhard rods have been used with bearn-axle suspensions, only a limited
number of published studies have incurporated the hematics and dynamics of the
Panhard rod to the overall suspension and vehicle response characteristics. George and

Sadler investigated the intlumce of différent operating conditions on the performance
characteristics of the beam-axle suspension, cornpnsing three commoniy used straight-lie
constraining linkages: Panhard rod, Watt linkage and Robert linkage. The study was
directed towards directional control performance analysis of a front-engined high
pedormance-racing vehicle. A kinematic analysis was perfomed to derive the influence of
vertical and lateral loads, and wheel displacements on the M a g e orientation, coordinates
of the sprung mass center of gravity and roll center, sprung mass roll angle, and
suspension roll stiffiiess [65]. Sadler et al fùrther developed a systematic methodology to
study the kinetostatic properties of a beam-axle suspension with a general form of a fourbar restraining linkage 1661. Nalecz and Kaminaga et al analyzed different linkage

suspensions for lightweight road vehicles to determine the positions of the roll center and
sprung mass gravit. center, roll angle and roll stiffiess as fùnctions of the center of gravity
height, centrifbgal force, axle location, vertical loadq etc. These models, however, did not
consider wheel displacement [67-683. Nalecz compared the results of his study with those
report& by Ellis. Another important study on the ride and handling performance of
Panhard rod beam-axle suspension was conducted by Dulac [46]. In his study, the bearnaxle suspension in the roll plane is modeled as a six degree-of-fieedom system, while the

Panhard rod dong with its bushings was simplifieci and represented by a linear lateral

spring.

1.3

Scope Of the Dissertation
The overall objective of this thesis is to investigate the ride and handling

performance characteristics of road vehicles equipped with beam-axle suspensions and
restraining linkages through syçtematic kinetostatic and dynamic analyses. A modem
highway bus is considered as the candidate vehicle, where its fiont, drive and rear beamd e suspensions are considered as a single composite suspension constrained by

rod.

a Panhard

Kinetostatic and dynarnic characteristics of the candidate suspension with a

conventional Panhard rod restra.int are analytically studied to gain an insight into the
influence on the performance potentials of the candidate highway bus. The specifk
objectives of the dissertation research are:

1. To dc-velop a roll-plane kinetostatic analysis model of the selected candidate

highway bus to investigate the fundamental static characteristics of the

suspension, in view of the coordinates of the roll center and spmng mass center
of gravity under centrifuga1force excitation.
2. To develop a comprehensive roll-plane dynarnic andysis model of the

candidate vehicle to investigate its fùndamental fkquency response
characteristics related to ride and handling performance.
3. To further develop a simplified roll-plane dynamic analysis mode1 that contains

al1 the important dynamic characteristics of the wmprehensive dynamic model.
4. To

formulate the

excitations

to

represent

the

effects

of

the

comering/directionai maneuvers and road irregularities expenenced by the
right and lefi tracks of the vehicle.
5. To investigate the influence of kinematic and dynamic properties of Panhard

rod on the ride and handling qualities of the candidate vehicle's beam-axle
suspension.

6. To investigate the influence of the suspension spring and damping rates on the
ride and handling quaiities of the candidate vehicle's Panhard rod beam-axle

suspension.
7. To investigate the influence of the vehicle speed and road roughness on the

ride quality of the candidate vehicle's Panhard rod bearn-axle suspension.

In Chapter 2, the widely used vehicle configuration is identified fiom the reported

survey on road vehicles with beam-axle suspensions.

A representative non-linear

kinetostatic mathematical model of the selected candidate highway bus is developed in the
roll plane with an objective to evaluate its lateral and roll deflection characteristics and its

parametsic sensitivity properties. The mathematical procedure to compute the vehicle' s
static equilibrium configuration under different centrifuga1 force and axle roll angle is
desaibed. The suspension lateral and roll charactenstics are studied, which include the
instantaneous location of the suspension roll center, its corrësponding suspension roll
stifiess, the roll center and the deflection of the spmng mass cg, and their changes
relevant to the different magnitudes of centrifùgal forces.

In Chapter 3, two analytical models of the composite beam-axle suspension

restrained by a Panhard rod are developed for the selected candidate highway bus using
Lagrange's energy method to represent the roll-plane dominant ride and handling
characteristics. The comprehensive nine-DOF model is formulated to incorporate the
flexibility of the Panhard rod bushings and the mass of the Panhard rod, while the
simplified five DOF model is developed assuming that the Panhard rod is massless and its
bushing flexibility cm be ignored. The non-Iinearity introduced by the Panhard rod
wnstraint is linearized about the suspension static equilibrium.

The &ect

of

wrnenng/directional maneuvers is represented by a harmonic centriiùgal acceleration.
The effect of road irregularity with roll component is described by an out-of-phase

harmonic displacement at the left- and right-tire interface. The influence of highway

random roughness is characterized by a stationary zero-rnean Gaussian fiuiction. The
random phase between the lefi and nght wheels is inwrporated in the stochastic analpicd
model development. Performance criteria cornprishg the roll and lateral vibrations of the
sprung mass are introduced to evaluate the ride and pefiormance of the vehicle suspension
subject to Panhard rod constraint. The analyticai techniques are presented to solve the
differential equations of motions of the candidate vehicle to predict its dynamic behavior
under harmonic and random road excitations, and hamonic centrifiigal acceleration
excitation.

In Chapter 4, eigenvaiue analyses of the two mathematicai models of candidate
vehicle with Mne-DOF and five-DOF respectively are carried out to evaluate the resonant
frequencies and the corresponding dominant modes. The results are further mmpared
with the available rneasu~eddata of the candidate vehicle to assess the validity of the

analytical modets. Dynamic response characteristics of these two models are analyzed and

curnpared in the frequency domain.

Sirnplified five-DOF analytical model is then

effectively employed to perform the dynamic ride and handling analyses. The power
spectral density characteristics of the candidate vehicle suspension with respect to the
random road disturbances are analyzed using the simplified model.

A parametric

sensitivity study is perforrned to enhance the understanding on the effkcts of passive
Panhard rod control on the ride and handling performance of candidate vehicle by varying
suspension parameters, vehicle speed and road roughness.

The general conclusions together with the recornmendations for funher work are

finally presented in Chapter 5 .

Chapter 2

Kinetostatic Analysis of Panhard Rod Beam-Axle Suspension
2.1

Introduction
High speed road vehicles invariably employ a restraining linkage in the fore-aft

plane to achieve enhance roll and lateral directional stability and control. Panhard rod
linkages are often employed in conjunction with soft suspension in automobile, racing
cars, senice vehicles and heavy vehicles, where both good ride and handling properties
are considered desirable. While adequately darnped soft suspensions yield good ride

quality, the handling and directional control characteristics are strongly influenced by the
kinematics and dynamics of the restraining linkage and the suspension system. The

handling and directional stability of road vehicles are difectly infiuenced by the roll
dynarnics of the vehicle, which is characterized by the roll stiffiess, the roll center
coordinates and lateral load transfer properties.

These suspension properties can be

conveniently denved through kinematic analysis. Although numerous studies on handling
and directional dynamics of light- and heavy-road vehicles have been reported in the
literature, majonty of these studies assume a fixed roll center, while neglecting the
kinematics of the suspension iinkages.

In this chapter, a roll plane kinetostatic mode1 of a candidate highway bus with

Panhard rod beam axle suspension is developed. The influence of various Panhard rod
parameters and axle orientation on the suspension roll stiffness, and the variations in the
coordinates of the body center of gravity and the suspension roll center is investigated
under a lateral force excitation arising fiom a steady state comering/directional maneuver.

The results of the kinematic analysis are analyzed to enhance an understanding of the

fundamental characteristics of the Panhard rod bearn-axle suspension system. Although
the malytid model is developed for a modern highway bus, where both the passenger
ride cornfort and the directional wntrol performance are considered as important design

fhctors, the proposed model is generally applicable for ail other road vehicles, which
employ the Panhard rod restraiDiog linksge.

2.2

Description of a Beam M e Suspension with Panhard Rod
Road vehicles fiequently employ beam axle suspensions with different

configurations of restraining linkages. While a generally applicable roll plane model of a

beam axle suspension with Panhard rod is developed in Section 2.3, the model is utilized
to study the kineto-static roll properties of a modern highway bus. Modem highway buses
with baggage cornpartment beaeath the passenger cornpartment yield poor roll and lateral
stability limits due to high location of spmg mass center of gravity (cg). Since the

passenger cornfort is among the primary cxiteria for the acceptance of the highway buses,
these vehicles are equipped with suspensions that are relatively soft in the vertical mode.

The low effective roll stifihess of the soft suspension M e r contributes to poor roll
stability limits of these vehicles.

Adequatdy designed restraining Linkages are thus

exîremely vital to enhance the roll and the lateral stabiiity lunits of these vehicleq while

maintainhg good passenger ride quality. Figure 2.1 illustrates the schematic of a modem

highdecker highway bus with a space fiame where the engine is located near the driveaxle. The fiont suspension comprises a Rockwell beam-axle with two rohg sleeve air
bellows and two dampers. The axle, located through four paraliel trailing links and one

transverse Panhard rod, is equipped with a mechanid height controI valve to maintain
adequate ground clmaace. The drive-axle suspension, schematidy -shownin Figure 2.2,
comprises four r o h g sleeve air bellows and four dampers supporteci on a widely s p a d

H - h e . The axle is located by 3 tniiling rods and a Panhard rod with a height control

Figure 2.1

Schematic of a modem high-decker highway bus[46]

Figure 2.2

Schematic of the drive-axle suspension of the modern hiçh-decker
highway bus 1461

--

valve tocated on each side of the H-fiame. The rem beam-axle suspension also consists of
two rolling sleeve air beiiows positioned on a relatively narrow base and two dampers

installed outside of the bellows. The rear axle is locatad through one trailing rod, two
leading rods and a Panhard rod. The geumetric, inertial and suspension properties of the
vehicle are sunmianzed in Table 2.1 [461.

2.3

Development of a Roii Plane Kinetostatic Mode1 of the Suspension
System
The roll and ride behavion of a vehicle are strongly related to kinematics and

dynamics of the suspension and iïnkages. The variations in the coordinates of the roll
center and the sprung mass center of gravity (cg), and the suspension roll stiffness
spedically inûuence the roll dynamics of the vehicle. While majority of the roll plane and
threedimensional vehicle models reported in the Litemture assume aegligible variations in

the coordiaates of the suspension roll center (rc) and the spning mass cg, it has been

established that various suspension linkage designs yield considerable variations in such
coordinates under different directional maneuvers. The variations in the effective roll
stiffhess, and roll center and spmg mass cg coordinates of the vehicle subject to lateral
load transfer and centr&gal forces arising fiom steady tuming maneuvers can be
evaluated fiom the kineto-staîic analysis of the roll plane vehicle model. A roil plane

mathematical model is thus developed by lumping the three Panhard rod beam-axle
suspensions into a single composite beam axle suspension in the roli plane.

The

asswnptions involved in forrnulating the roil-plane model are discussed in the following
subsection.

Table 2.1

Techaical Data of a Candidate Highway Bus [46]

l

Value

Description of Parameters

Total mass (fùlly loaded)
Dinérential axle unspnurg m a s

Average unsprung mass cg height
Longitudinal distance between fiont and differentid axles

Lonaitudinal distance between differential and auxiliarv axles

-

Effective track width of the fiont d e
E f f d v e track width of the differentid axle

Effêctive track width of the auxiliary d e
Vertical stifniess of the Front suspension springs (each side)
Vertical stifhess of the drive-axle suspension springs (=ch side)

Vertical stifhess of the auxiiiq axle suspension s p ~ g (each
s
side)

Roii mass moment of inertia of the sprung mass about its cg
Roll mass moment of inertia of the front axle about its ca
- -

.-

--

Roll mass moment of inertia of the dual-tire axle about its cg

1800 kg-m2

Roii mass moment of inertia of the auxiliary axle about t s cg
,

DampQ coefficient due to each suspension darnper

1 Tire diarneter

8230 N d m
10.5 m

.Tue vertical stifhess (hîicheh 12R22.5Radial)

938.7kNlm

Tire lateral stifiess (Michelin 12R22.5Radial)

875.9 H l m

2.3.1 Assumptions
Figure 2.3 iiiustrates the roll-plane model of the road vehicle comprising the total
sprung mass supported on a composite axle suspension. The properties of the fkont, drive

and rear axle suspensions are lumped and represented by parallel combinations of
equident vertical spring and damper. The masses due to three d e s are lurnped together

and characterized by a single composite unspning mass in the roll plane.

The tire

properties lumped in the roll plane are charactenjed by vertical and lateral springs,
assuming point contact with the road. The energy dissipated by the carms of the tires is

characterized by a viscous damper in parailel with the tire springs. The lumped spnuig and
unsprung masses are eonstrained by the transverse Panhard rod as show in the figure.

The sprung and unsprung masses are modeled with three-DOF: vertical, roll and lateral,
respectively. The suspension and tire springs, and dampers are assumed to generate forces

dong their respective axes.

The vehicle parameters lumped in the roll plane are

summarized in Table 2.2 1461.

The roll plane model is m e r simplifieci for the kineto-static analysis, which involves
determination of the spning mass deflection relative to the unsprung mas, and the
corresponding variations in the roll center coordinates and roil stifniess under steady
lateral and vertid forces ading on the sprung mas. The unsprung mass is thus assumed
to be k e d with certain constant roll angle to study the kineto-static behavior under no-roll
and roll conditions. Furthexmore, the influence of tire flexibility on the roil response of the
spning mass can be wnsidered negligible, and the forces arising from the dissipative

efements are considered to be zero. Figures 2.4(a) and 2.4@) illustrate the Lineto-static
roll plane model of the vehicle correspondhg to zero- and non-zero roll configurations,
respectively.

Figure 2.3

Schematic of the lumped roll plane mode1

Tabfe 2.2
Simulation Parameters for the Composite Roll Plane Mode1 1461

1 Value

1 Description of Parameters
Sprung mass, m,

14111 kg

Unspmng mass, m u

3616 kg

Roll mass moment of ineda of the sprung mass about its cg, 1,

19300 k g - m 2

Roll mass moment of inertia of the unsprung mass about its cg, 1,

3814 kg-m'

Spring rate of the vertical suspension, k,

480 W / m

1 Damoine. coefficient of the vertical suspension, c.
1 Vertical stifkess of the tire. k,
Lateral stifiess of the tire, k,

3 504 kN/m

Verticai dampina coefficient of the tire, c,
Lateral darnping coefficient of the tire, cd

Half suspension spring track width, a,

0.7 m

1 Hdf sus~ensiondamer track width a,
Half tire track width, b

1.03 m

Unsprung mass cg height, h,

0.5 m

Vertical distance between sprung mass cg and its base, h,

0.2m

Vertical distance between the spmng rnass cg and the geometrk 0.62 rn
center of the Panhard rod, H

Vertical distance between unsprung rnass cg and the geometric center 0.1 m
of the Panhard rod, h
0.4 m

Half track width of the Panhard rod, e,c

1 Panhard rod installation angle, a.

-

1 o0

2.3.2 Equations of Kinetostatic Motion
The vertical and laterai forces acting on the spmng mas, and the roll deflections
encountered during a steady directionai maneuver yield variations in the position and
orientation of the sprung mass. The position and orientation coordinates of the sprung

mass are thus analyzed in the roll plane under the action of combined vertical and laterd
forces, and the roll deflection of the axle. The vehicle is initially assumed to be located on
a flat d a c e with the ongin of the fixeci X-Y axes systern coinciding with the cg of the
unspmng mass, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Although different kineto-static response
coordinates may be used to characterire the suspension deflections, the sprung mass roll

angle (8,) and the Panhard rod orientation angle (a)are selected as the generalized
coordinates. The suspension spnngs assume a static equilibrium position under static
vertical Ioad (W=rn, g) and experience further deflections under the application of lateral
force (F) and unspmng mass roll mgle (y ), arising fiom a aeady directional maneuver.
The vehicle body and the suspension spnngs then approach a new static equilibrium
position under a constant lateral force and axle roll angle. The geometric configuration of
the suspension corresponding to the new static equilibrium can be derived fiom the

folIowing nonlinear and coupled algebraic equations:

Eqrdibrirmt of verticalforces:

Figure 2.4

Schematic of the kinetostatic roll-plane model. (a) Zero Roll Orientation,
@) Roll angle 8 under F, W, W .

Eq<rilibri~~m
of roll moment abotrr the Panhard r djoint S r

Where P is the constraint force due to the restraining Panhard rod link. F,

and F

.,

are

the components of the lefi suspension spring force dong the X- and Y- coordinates. ,F
and FRYare the corresponding force components due to the right suspension spring.

(x, ,ys), (x, ,y, ), (xB ,y, ) and (xcG,ycG)are the coordinates of the Panhard rod joint,
the lefi and right suspension spring attachent points and the sprung mass cg,
respectively. rn, is the spmng mass and g is the acceleration due to gravity.

Assuming linear properties of the suspension springs, the left and right suspension
forces, FL and FR,can be expressed as:

Where K, is the linear suspension spring rate, L, is the f k e length of the suspension
spring, and L, and L, are the uistantaneous lengths of left and right suspension springs,

respectively.

The inaantaneous length of suspension spnng and thus the spring

deflections are related to the suspension geometry, and the roll angles of the spmng and
unsprung masses in the following manner:

,

Where a, c, e, d and d2 are half suspension track width, half Panhard rod track, and the
initial vertical heights of the Panhard rod bushings with respect to the spmng and
unspning masses, as shown in Figure 2.4(a). L is the Panhard rod length, and a is its
orientation with respect to the k e d axis system. The components of the suspension
forces dong the £ixed X-Y axis system are denved fiom the suspension geometry, and

eqdations (2.4) and (2.5):

From equations (2.5) and (2.6), it is apparent that the suspension forces are related to the

roll deflections of the sprung and unsprung masses, Panhard rod orientation, and the
spring deflections. The geometric coordinates used in above equations are further related

t o the suspension geometry and the roll response of the vehicle in the following manner:

sin\y+ Lcosa-d, sine, -ccosû, - Rsin8,

,x

= -ecosyr-d,

y,

=-esiny-cd, c o s y + L s i n a + d , cos0, -csin9, cRcos8,

x, =-ecosy-d,

s i n y + L c o ~ a - d , s i n 8-(a+c)cos0,
~

y, = - e s i n y + d , c o s ~ + L s i n a + dcosû,
,
-(a+c)sin0,
x, = -ecosy-d,

sin v + Lcosa-d, sin 8, +(a -c)cos0,

y, =-esiny+d, c o s y + L s i n a + d , cose, +(a-c)sin0,
x, = -ecostq -d,sinyr

+ Lcosa

The above equations are solved to determine the coordinates of the cg, as a function of the
roll response of the vehicle. The constrauit force P due to the Panhard rod, appearing in
equations (2.1) and (2.2), can be elirninated to yield:

Equations (2.3) to (2.8) describe the kinetostatic relationship for the Panhard rod beam-

axle suspension under specified vertical load (W), lateral force (F) and unspmng m a s roll
angle (yr), The solution of equations yields the suspension forces and coordinates of the
static equilibrium position, in terms of roll angles of the sprung mass and the Panhard rod,

the sprung mass cg, and the suspension roll center (rc) and respective suspension roll
stifiess.

2.3.3 Numerical Solution of Non-Linear Algebraic Eqoations
The kinetostatic equations, (2.3) and (2.8), for the roll plane mode1 can in-general

be expressed by the following functions of the sprung mass roll angle (O,), Panhard rod
angle (a)and the laterai force (F), for the specified sprung mass vertical load (W) and the
unspmng mass roil angle (yr):

For aqgivenlateral force F, the non-linear algebraic equations can be solved to yieId the

sprung mass roll and the Panhard rod orientation angles, corresponding to a new static

equilibrium position. Various numerical techniques can be employed to solve the non-

linear algebraic equations. In this study, the spmng mass roll and the Panhard rod
orientation angles, corresponding to an equilibrium position, are computed utilizing
Newton iteration scheme as follows:

a,,,= a, +-

1

Jn

Where n and n+l refer to the iteration number, and J,

is the Iacobian m a t h

corresponding to iteration n@,, ,a,) ,given by :

The iterative algorithm is initiated with the initial static equilibrium position of the
suspension with zero spmng mass roll angle (8,

=0
'
)

and a specified Panhard rod

orientation angle (a,).Equations (2.10) are solved to detennine the spmng mass roll
angle (8, ) and the Panhard rod orientation (a,)
under the application of a lateral force F.
The errors between the computed and previous values are computed, and the iterative

procedure is repeated until convergence is attained, such that:

Where E, and

E,

are the permissible errors in the response variables. The coordinates of

the sprung mass cg, suspension attachent points and Panhard rod joint, comesponding to
the kinetostatic equilibrium are then derived fiom equations (2.7). The variations in the
coordinates of the spning mass cg, as influenced by the vehicle roll, lateral force and
suspension kinematics, can be determined fiurn:

2.3.4 Determination of Suspension Roll Center

The suspension roll center is kinematically defined as the instantaneous roll center

of the sprung mass with respect to the ground when it expenences a lateral force arising
fiom a directional maneuver. For the kinetostatic analysis, the suspension roll center is
defined as a point in the roll plane, where the roll velocity relative to the ground is zero
under the application of a steady lateral force and unsprung mass roll deflection. The
variations in coordinates of the suspension roll center can be derived from the roll plane
analysis and the suspension geometry. Figure 3.5 illustrates the suspension geometry and
the dimensional vectors relating the roll center location, indicated by 'rc'. The fixed X-Y

coordinate system is attached to the unsprung mass with the origin at its cg. The loop
vectors are defined to represent the magnitudes and orientations of the selected geometric
vectors with respect to the fixed coordinate system. The vector equation derived fiom the

,

loop OESO O are written as foiIows:

Figure 2.5

Schematic of suspension geometry and dimensional vectors.

Wliere the vecton fj, ,

E, W, , a,,
-

-

A

F R , &. are expressed in the cornplex algebra
-

-

form representing the vectors OE , ES, SO, , 0,RC , ORC and 00,,
respectively. By
definition, the vector i,, representing the location of the suspension roll center must
satisfjr the zero velocity requirement, such that :

The vectors i,, and

dehe the locations of the suspension roll center and the spmng

mass cg corresponding to the static equilibrium position for given vertical Ioad, lateral
force and the unsprung mass r d orientation. These vectors cm be derived from the
sprung mass roll angle (O,) and the Panhard rod orientation angle (a)computed in the
previous section. The two vectors cm be expressed in the following manner:

Where (x,,

y,)

Y, respectively.

and (x,,

, y,)

are the components of vectors TRc and TcG dong X and

Similarly, the other geometric vectors corresponding to a static

equilibrium position cm be expressed in the following fonn:

Where

E,

and ,E

describe the position coordinates corresponding to the suspension

initial static equilibrium position, which can be denved from the static equilibrium position,

as illustrated in Figure 2.4(a):

,R

(a)describes the position of the rc corresponding to the suspension initial static

equilibrium position and the Panhard rod orientation angle. Assuming srnall variations in
the suspension roll center with respect to the changes in Panhard rod orientation:

Equations (2.3) and (2.15) to (2.17) define the kinetostatic roll motion characteristics of
the suspension systern under the application of a specified lateral force. The following

relation is obtained by differentiating equation (2.13) together with equations (2.14) to
(2.18):

Substituting equation (2.19) in equation (2.13) yields the instantaneous coordinates of the
suspension roll center:

The coordinates of the rc can also be expressed in the X-Y coordinates in the following

rnanner:

da

Where the differentid term - represents the change in the Panhard rod orientation
des

angle with respect t o variation in the sprung mass roll angle, which may be derived from
equation (2.9). The differentials of fiinction U and V yield the following:

da
des

Equations (2.22) are solved to yield - corresponding to a specified lateral force, given

as:

m m avm
da - ûF
-dB,

Ôûs

av au

dF

a,

av

p.---.-

Zacc a F d c r

Equation (2.21) is solved in conjunction with (2.23) to derive the coordinates of the
suspension roll center corresponding to the static equilibrium position under gïven extemal
input. The corresponding Panhard rod and sprung mass orientation angles, can then be
derived using the iterative technique discussed in Section 2.3.3

2.3.5 Determination of Suspension Roll Stiffness

The suspension roll stiffiiess is related to the suspension roll moment M and the
applied lateral force F. The suspension roll moment M can be expressed as the function of
the roll moments arising from externally applied lateral or centrifugai force and the lateral
displacement of the sprung mas:

The suspension roli sti5ess K, is defïned as the change in the suspension roll moment
with respect to the change in the sprung rnass roll angle, and given by:

dM
K, =des

Equations (2.24) and (2.25)yield the foilowing expression for the roll &ess

under

varying lateral force acting on the sprung mass:

Where the rate of change in the lateral force with respect to variation in the spning mass
dF
roU angle (-)
can be obtained from cquation (2.22),which is:
des

Equation (2.26) and (2.27)are solved to determine the variation in effective roll stiffness
of the Panhard rod beam-axle suspension with variations in the vertical load, sprung mass
roll angle and lateral force.

2.4

Kinetostatic Properties of a Panhard Rod Bearn-Axie Suspension
The kinematic analysis of the beam-axle suspension with Panhard rod is performed

to shidy the infiuence of vertical load, lateral forces and unsprung mass roll angle on the
variations in suspension roll stiffness and roll center coordinates. The roil plane analytical
model, described in Section 2.3, is solved using the parameters of a candidate highway bus

desaibed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. Equation (2.9) is solved to determine the kinetostatic
response characteristics of the spmng m a s roii angle (8,) and the Panhard rod orientation
angle (a).The coordinates of the suspension roll center (x

,,, y,

) and the suspension

roll stiffhess (K,) corresponding to a aatic equilibnum position are computed fiom
equations (2.21) and (2.25), respectively. The coordinates of the sprung mass cg (x,,
y,)

are also computed fkom equation (2.12). In this study, the kinetostatic response

characteristics are evaluated for variations in the lateral force ranging from -44.5 kN to
44.5

kN. The limiting value of the lateral force is based upon the rollover threshold

acceleration of the vehicle, which is approximately O.3g [46]. The kinetostatic analysis is
performed for a = O and yr 4, and the results are presented in Figures 2.6 to 2.9.

Figure 2.6 illustrates the variations in the spning mass roll angle, the Panhard rod
orientation angle and the suspension roll aifiess as a fùnction of the lateral force. The

reailts show that the magnitudes of the sprung mass and Panhard rod angles increase
almost linearly with the magnitude of applied lateral force, as illustrateci in Figure 2.6(a).
The magnitude of roll angle, however, is considerably larger than that of the Panhard rod,
irrespective of the magnitude of the lateral force. The magnitudes of the roll angles of the
sprung mass and the Panhard rod, when subject to a negative lateral force, are obsewed to
be slightly lower than those encountered under a positive lateral force. The spmng mass
roll angles are 3.893 and -4.122 degrees, respectively under 44.5 and 44.5 kN lateral
force. The corresponding inclination angles of the Panhard rod are observed to be 2.087
and -1.932 degrees. This behavior can be attributed to the asyrnmetric motion of the

Panhard rod. Figures 2.6(b) and 2.6(c) illustrate the suspension roll stifiess as a finction

of the applied lateral force and sprung mass roll angle. The beam-axle suspension exhibits
larger roll stifiess under application of a negative lateral force when compared to that
obtained under the action of a positive lateral force of identical magnitude. The roll
stiffhess, however, varies nearly linearly with the lateral force and the sprung mass roll
angle. The suspension roll stifniess also tends to be larger with positive body roll when

compared to that with the negative body roll. When the static lateral force is varied fkom
44.5 kN to 44.5

-

kN, the resulting suspension roll stifiess reduces fiom 493 to 468

kN.drad. The variation in the suspension roll stiflhess, however, is l e s than 3%, when
compared to the suspension roll stiffness wrresponding to the initial static equilibrium
position. The sirnilar asymmetric response is also obsewed with the spning rnass roll
angle, as s h o w in Figure 2.6(c). The asp.metic roll motion of the vehicle is attnbuted
to the asymmetric geometric configuration of the Panhard rod beam-axle suspension.
From the results of kinetoaatic analysis, it is apparent that the effective roll stifiess of the

bearn axle suspension and the body roll is dependent upon the direction of the steering
maneuver.
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Influence of tateral force on spmng mass roll, Panhard Rod roll and
suspension roll stiffness

The lateral force encountered dunng a steady turnjng maneuver yields
displacement of the sprung mass cg as a function of the magnitude of lateral force
developed. Equation (2.12) is solved to determine the variations in the cg coordinates as a
function of the lateral force. Figures 2.7(a) and 2.7(b) illustrate the variations in the

spmng mass cg coordiiates, and Figure 2.7(c) illustrates the trajectory of the spmng m a s
cg when lateral force is varied fiom -44.5 to 44.5 kN. The results show that the cg
mordmates are displaced in an a~ymmetncrnanner with variations in the lateral force.

While the lateral displacement of the sprung mass cg is more or less linear with variation in
the lateral force, the vertical motion of the cg is obsenied to be highty non-linear fûnction
of the lateral force. The magnitude of variations in the lateral coordinates of the cg,
however, is observed to be considerably larger than that of in the vertical coordinates.
Under the application of lateral force ranging from -44.5 to 44.5 kN, the lateral coordinate
of the sprung mass cg varies f?om -0.042 to 0.045 m, while the vertical position of the

sprung mass cg changes from 0.721 to 0.720. The spmng mass cg exhibits vertical
motion in the positive direction, irrespective of the direction of centrifuga1 force acting on
the spning mass cg. The magnitude of the vertical motion under a positive lateral force,

however, is slightly lower than that encountered under a negative lateral force

The variations in the lateral and vertical coordinates of the suspension roll center
are evaluated for 0' Panhard rod orientation and axle roll angle (a=

= 0').

Figures

2.8(a) and 2.8(b) illustrate the roll center coordinates as a fùnction of the lateral force, and
Figure 2.8(c) illustrates the trajectory of the suspension roll center. The results show that
the application of a negative lateral force yields slightly larger variations in the lateral and
vertical coordinates of the suspension roll center when compared to those derived under
positive lateral force of identical magnitude. The suspension roll center is displaced
vettically by nearly 15% under the application of lateral force ranging from -44.5 to 44.5
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Influence of lateral force on sprung mass cg coordinates
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Influence of lateral force on suspension roll center coordinates

I

0.06

kN. The wrresponding displacement dong the lateral wordinate ranges fiom -0.061 to
0.047 m.

The variations in the roll center coordinates relative to the sprung mass cg are
further evaluated for the range of laterd force, and presented in Figure 2.9. While the
variations in the relative lateral displacement of the suspension roll center under
application of a positive lateral force are ùisignificant, a negative lateral force yields
considerable devîation in the lateral coordinate. The vertical coorduiate of the suspension
roll center relative to the sprung mass cg varies in a nearly linear rnanner with the lateral
force, as shown in Figure 2.9@). The suspension roll center, wrresponding to the initial

static equilibrium position, lies on the intersection of the vertical avis passing the sprung
mass cg and the Panhard rod axis. With application of lateral force, the suspension roll
center is observed to move slightly on the lefi side of the h e d axis system. The variations
in the relative coordinates of the suspension roll center with respect to the sprung mass cg
are obsewed to be in the range of -0.019 to 0.002 m for the lateral direction and in the
range of -0.608 to -0.635 rn for the vertical direction. From the trajectory shown in
Figure 2.9(c), it is apparent that the variation in the relative lateral and vertical coordinates
are nearly f1.05% and k1.9%, respectively.

2.5

Influence of Suspension and Vehicle Parameters on the
Kinetostatic Response Characteristics
The kinetostatic properties of the bearn axle suspension with a transverse Panhard

rod, such as effective suspension roll stifiess, suspension roll center coordinates, sprung
rnass roll angle and sprung mass cg coordinates, are related to various vehicle and
suspension parameters. A parainetric study is undertaken to establish the influence of

selected suspension panuneters on the kinetostatic behaviour. The infiuence of variations
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Infiuence of lateral force on suspension roll center vs. spning mass cg

in the Panhard rod installation angle, unsprung mass roll angle, suspension spring rate,
sprung mas, Panhard rod height and Panhard rod track width, is specifically investigated
to enhance a thorough understanding of the kinetostatic behaviour of the candidate
suspension system.

2.5.1 Influence of Panhard Rod Installation Angle

The asymmetric nature of the kinetostatic response behaviour, iilustrated in
Figures 2.6 to 2.9, is strongly dependent upon the Panhard rod installation angle. Since a
large Panhard rod angle poses severe motion constraint, the angle is &en

limiteci to below

5 degrees. The kinetostatic properties of the suspension are investigated for different

values of the Panhard rod installation angle in the range of -3 to 3 degrees, while the d e
roll angle is held zero (\y = 0'). Equations (2.9), (2.12), (2.21) and (2.26) are solved to
determine the spning m a s roll angle, and the coordinates of the sprung mass cg, the
suspension roll center and the suspension roll stifmess as the f i c t i o n of the Panhard rod
angle (a)and the lateral force (F).

Figures 2.10 and 2.11 present the kinetostatic response characteristics for -44.5

kN

5

F r 44.5 kN and -3'

Ia 5 3

O

. While the spning mass roll angle varies

wnsiderably with the magnitude of lateral force, the influence of a on the sprung mass
roll angle is apparently insignificant, as shown in Figure 2.10(a).

An increase in the

magnitude of the Panhard rod angle tends to Vary the effkctive roll stifiess of the
suspension considerably, as shown in Figure 2. IO@).

A positive inclination (a= 3') yields

considerably larger suspension roll stiffhess under negative lateral force, while the
application of a positive lateral force results in only slight decrease in the roll stifhess,

when compareci to that correspondhg to a = 0'. The Panhard rod angle, a = -3O, results
in slight reduction in roll stiffhess for FCO and considerable increase for F W The
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Influence of Panhard rod installation angle on sprung mass roll and
suspension roll stifiess

suspension roll &ess

is obsewed to be an asymmetric function of the lateral force. The

suspension roli e e s s properties are most asymmetric for a = 3' and least asymmetric
for a = -3'.

For Ft -20 kN, the Panhard rod angle of a = -3' yields higher suspension

roll stfiess, and for F120 kN, high roll stiffness is attained with a = 3'. The suspension
roll stifiess tends to increase with incrase in the roll angle and decrease with decreasing
roll angle, irrespective of the lateral force magnitude and Panhard rod angle, as shown in
Figure 2.10(c). The roll s t f i e s s varies as a nearly linear Nnction of the roll angle. The

Panhard rod with a = 3' yields considerably larger suspension roll stifniess under positive
body roll and slightly lower roll stiffhess when the body roll is below -1.7 degrees. The
Panhard rod with a = -3' yields higher suspension roil StifFaess under negative body roll
and slightly lower roll stiffness when the spmng m a s roll angie is above 1.8 degrees. The

roll stiaiess of the suspension system varies as an asymmetric function of the roll angle in

a manner similar to that demonstnited in Figure 2. IO@).

The influence of variations in the Panhard rod angle on the variations in the

coordinates of the spmng mass cg and the suspension roll center is illustrated in Figures
2.1 1(a) and 2.1 1@), respectively. The results clady demonstrate the arong influence of

the Panhard rod angle on the trajectories of the sprung mass cg and the suspension roll
center. While the limits of lateral displacement of the sprung mass cg (x,)

encountered

under the application of lateral force (-44.5 W I; F s 44.5 kN) remain almost identicai
irrespective of the values of a,the vertical motion of the cg is strongly affecteci by the
Panhard rod angie. For a = 3', the vertical location of the sprung mass cg decreases

when the lateral force varies fiom -44.5 kN to 44.5 kN, while for a = -3O, the location of
the sprung mass cg increases. For a = oO, the location of the sprung mass cg decreases
slightly when the laterd force changes from -44.5 kN to O kN, and then increases slightly
when the lateral force changes fiom O kN to 44.5 kN. The coordinates of suspension roll
center tend to Vary in a similar

mariner,

irrespective of a values, as shown in Figure
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Influence of Panhard rod installation angle on spmng mass cg and
suspension roll center

2.1 1 @).

The vertical coordinate tends to decrease, while the lateral displacement

increases, when F is variai fiom 44.5 kN to 44.5 kN. The variations in a,however,
affect the rate of changes of roll center position For a = 3', the suspension roll center

experiences larger lateral displacement and smaller vertical displacement than those for

a =0
' and a = -3O, respectively. Furthexmore, a = 3' yields larger negative lateral
displacement of the suspension roli center than those for a = 'O

and a = -3O,

corresponding to the same lateral force. The influence of a on the variation in the
displacement of the suspension roll center relative t o the sprung mass cg is clearly shown
in Figure 2.1 1(c).

As the lateral force varies from -44.5 IrN to 44.5 kN, the venical

distance between the suspension roll center and the spning rnass cg increases irrespective

of a,while the lateral distance decreases for a = 3'. This variation in the laterai distance,
however, reveals different trends for a = '
0 and -3' .

The suspension roll center

trajectory is furîher observed to be at the lower left part of the sprung mass cg for a = 3O,
at lower ight part for a

=

-3O,

and at both lower lefi and right parts for a = 0
'
.

This

asymmetric phenomenon is caused by the asymmetric configurations of the beam axle
suspension with different Panhard rod angles, as discussed earlier.

2.5.2 Influence of Unsprung Mass Orientation

In Figures 2.6 to 2.9, the kinematic behaviour of the beam-axle suspension with a
Panhard rod was described assuming zero unsprung mass roll angle. The road vehicle, in
general, exhibits cenain roll deflection of the axle due to centrifuga1 forces and dynamic
load transfer encountered during a steering input. Uneven road roughness at the two
tracks of the vehicle firther yields roll excitations for the unsprung rnass. The unspmng

rnass, however, experiences relatively small motion due to high .roll stifhess of the
suspension and the anti-roll bars.

In this study, the kinetostatic properties of the

suspension are investigated for different values of the unsprung mass roll angle ranging
nom -3 to +3 degrees, while the Panhard rod installation angle is held zero (a= 0').

Figures 2.12 and 2.13 present the kinetostatic response characteristics of the
sprung mass corresponding to -44.5 kN I F

I44.5

kN and -3

5

w r 3O

. Figure

2.12(a) clearly shows that the infiuence of the unsprung mass roll angle on the sprung

mass roll angle is spparently significant. It is observeci that the variation of the sprung
m a s roll angle with the magnitude of the lateral force for different unspning mass roll
angle is equivalent to adding a constant angle to the roll response of the sprung mas for
y =0
'
. The positivehegative sign of the added angle is consistent with the sign of q~ and
the magnitude of the added angle is proportional to the magnitude of W .
response of the spmng mass corresponding to
corresponding to

y~ = 0
'.

The roll

= 3' yields nearly 3.6' shifl upon that

While the suspension roll stiffiiess, as shown in Figure 2.12(b),

decreases as the lateral force varying fiom -44.5 kN to 44.5 kN, compared to the
suspension roll stifThess corresponding to
stifiess corresponding to
corresponding to

y~ = -3'

2'
0 for

w = oO, the suspension exhibits higher roll

al1 the lateral force studied, and the suspension

yields lower roll stfiess for the lateral force between -44.5 kN

to 6 kN and higher roll stifiess for the laterd force between 6 kN to 44.5 kN. The
relationship between suspension roll aifbess and resulted roll angle of s p m g mas is
presented in Figure 2.12(c). When the sprung mass roll angle is between -0.3 5 to 0.29
degrees, the suspension for

w = -3'

corresponding to

= 3'. #en

=0
' and

\y

4.02 degrees, the suspension for

while suspension for

has higher roll stiffhess compared to those
the spmng mass roll angle is between 0.29 to

=0
' yields higher roll stiffness than that with

w = -3' exhibits higher roll stiaess than that with

w = 3',

=0
' when the

sprung m a s roll angle is between -0.35 to -4.12 degrees. When the magnitude of the
spmng mass roll angle is larger than 4.02 and -4.12, the suspension exhibits larger roll
stifhess for w = 3' than that for

= -3'.
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Influence of unspning rnass orientation on spning mass roll and
suspension roll stiffness

The infiuence of the unsprung mass roll angle on the kinetostatic displacement of
spmng mass cg, suspension roll center is presented in Figures 2.13(a) and 2.13@). It can
be observed that the verticai caordinate of the sprung mass cg tends to increase with the
decrease in the magnitude of

magnitude of yr (CO ). For
while for

w = -3O,

w (>O'

), and tends to decrease with the increase in the

= 3', the sprung m a s cg has negative lateral coordinate,

the sprung m a s cg has positive lateral coordinate. With respect to the

suspension roll center, the influence of

on the lateral displacement is apparently

illustrated in Figure 2.13@). With the same vertical coordinate of the suspension roll

w CO O is at the left and right sides of that
for v=OO. And the suspension roll center tends to yield larger lateral defiection when w
center, the suspension roll center for y >O' and

changes from -3

to 3

:

The significant effect yielded by

w on the fluctuation of the

suspension roll center with respect to the spmng mass cg is illustrated in the Figure
2.13(c). It is apparent that the suspension roll center yields larger lateral displacernent

relative to the sprung mass cg corresponding to yr varying fiom -3

to 3

and F

changing from -44.5 kN to 44.5 kN. The larger lateral displacement of the suspension roll
center appeared in Figure 2.13@) and 2.13(c) is considered as disadvantageous for the
lateral stability.

2.5.3 Influence of Panhard Rod Length

The kinetostatic response characteristics of the beam-axle suspension with Panhard

rod link is related to its length or track width (L) in a non-Iinear manner, as evident from
equations (2.5) to (2.7), and (2.2 1). The anaiyticai mode1 is thus evaluated for different
lengths of the Panhard rod (L=0.6 m, 0.8 m and 1.O m), while the angles a and

are held

at O degrees. The influence of variations in the track width of the Panhard rod on the
spring mass roll angle and thus the cg coordinates is insignificant for the range of lengths
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Influence of unsprung mass orientation on sprung mass cg and suspension
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Influence of Panhard rod length on spning mass cg and suspension r d
center

and lateral force considered in the study. An incrûase in the Panhard rod track width,
however, yields higher suspension roll stiffiiess and increase in the vertical coordinate of
the roll center for F<O, as shown in Figure 2.14. A shorter Panhard rod track width

exhibits higher suspension roll stifntess and increased vertical coordinate of the roll center
for F X .

2.5.4 Influence of Suspension Spring Rate

The suspension springs are primarily designed to support the spring weight, reduce
the vibrations arising from the road imegularities, and provide adequate directional control
pefiorrnance. An increase in the spring weight yields slightly higher roll stifhess of the
suspension over the entire range of the lateral force, which is primarily attributed to the
increased static deflection and reduced tateral acceieration. The roI1 stifiess and the
sprung mass angle response characteristics are directly related to the suspension spring
rate. An increase in spnng rate yields higher efféctive roll stifniess and lower magnitude
of roll deflection, as shown in Figure 2.1 5 . The variations in the laterai force, however,
yield only insignificant influence on the roil stifiess, irrespective of the spnng rate. The

coordinates of the cg and the roll center tend to Vary considerably with softer suspension
due to reduced roll stifniess, as shown in Figure 2.16.

A non-linear kinetostatic model of a candidate highway vehicle suspension is

developed in the roll plane to shidy the kinetostatic response characteristics for specified
lateral force and vertical load. The kinetostatic model represents a two-degree-of-fkeedom
syaem compromising generalid coordinates: roll angles of the spning mass and the
Panhard rod. The numerical scheme of Newton iteration is utilized to solve system non-
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Influence of suspension aifhess on sprung mass roll and suspension roll
stifiess
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Inauence of suspension stiffness on the coordinate of the sprung mass cg
and suspension roll center

linear algebraic equations. The variation of the roll angle and the cg coordinates of the
sprung mas, the suspension roll stifhess and the suspension roll center coordinates are
evaluated as the fundon of the lateral force changing in the range of 4 4 . 5 kN to 44.5 kN,

which represents the severe tunllng condition of the candidate highway bus.

Chapter 3

Dynamic Analysis of Panhard Rod Beam-Axle Suspension
3.1

introduction
The ride and handling performance of ground vehicles is related to the kinematics

and dynamics of the suspension linkages. The kinematics of the suspension and restraining
Linkages relates to the suspension roii stifiess, and the variations in coordinates of the
suspension roll center and the sprung mass cg under the application of a centrïfùgal force
caused by a comering/directional maneuver. The dynamic analysis of the suspension and
the linkages yields vehicie behavior related to ride and handling performance. The
kinetostatic analysis camed out in Chapter 2 revealed that the kinernatic variations in the
roli center coordinates are relatively small (below 2%), and the suspension roll stifiess
varies by less than 3% under the application of a lateral force corresponding to 0.3g
centrifùgal auxleration. Furthemore, the degree of asymmefty, and the variations in the
instantaneous coordinates of the suspension roll center relative to the sprung mass c.g.
coordinates under extreme centrifuga1 forces were observeci to be relatively small. The
location of the suspension roll center can thus be considered to be constant relative to the
sprung mass cg. The study further suggested that the suspension roll center c m be
determined from the initial static equilibnum position, which is located at the intersection
of the vertical axis passing through the spmng mass cg and the Panhard rod axis.

In this chapter, two analytical models of varying complexities of the candidate
vehicle incorporating beam axle suspensions and passive Panhard rod constraints are
developed to study its roll plane dynamic response characteristics, assuming symmetric
characteristics of the suspension for left- and ight- directional maneuvers, and fixed roll

cemer location with respect to sprung mass cg. The analytical models are discussed to
evaluate the resonant fiequencies and dominant modes, and the influence of passive

Panhard rod wnstraint on the ride and handling performance of the candidate vehicle
subject to excitations arising from harmonic and random road irregularities, and the
centrifugai force arising fiom directional maneuvers.

3.2

Development of Roll Plane Dynamic Models
nie ride and handling characteristics of ground vehicles are related to roll, pitch,

yaw, vertical, lateral and longitudinal dynarnic motions of the vehicle subject to excitations

arising from road roughness and centrifugai forces.

Various in-plane and three-

dimensional models of road vehicles have been developed to study the ride, handling and
directional response characteristics. Two-DOF quarter-vehicle models are ofkn used to

study the vertical dynamics of the suspension system and damping mechanisms. Such
models yield an effkctive assessrnent of uncoupled vertical dynamics of the suspension or
damping concepts. Pitch plane models have been used to study the coupled vertical and

pitch motions caused by road irregularities, while neglecting the roll dynamics of the
vehicle. W e the quarter-vehicle and pitch plane models provide the ride dynamics and

dynamic tire forces transmitted to the pavements, the roll plane models can yield
significant insight into vehicle dynamic response to road irregularîties and centrifigal
forces arising from the directional maneuvers. Furthemore, the roll plane models cm
yield the level of vertical, lateral and roll accelerations transmitted to the dnvedpassenger
to assess the ride quality, the roll angle and lateral swing in the view of the handling
performance, and the sprung mass lateral acceleration relative to the rollover
characteristics of the candidate vehicle.

Two analytical dynamic models of the candidate highway bus with beam axle
suspensions and rigid transversal Panhard rod constraints are developed in the roll plane.
The primary objective is to study the infiuence of the Panhard rod constraint on the

handling and ride performance of the candidate vehicle subject to harmonic centrifiigal
acceleration inputs, and harrnonic and random roadway disturbances. The initial analytical
model is developed to incorporate the dynamics of the Panhard rod and the bushing
flexibility of the Panhard r o 4 while the second analytical model is formuiated with the
simplifjing assumption that the mass of the Panhard rod is relatively d l , and that the
bushings are relatively stiff

3.2.1 Roll Plane Analytical Mode1 with Panhard Rod Dynamics

The roil plane dynamics of a road vehicle wmprising a Panhard rod beam-axle
suspension is characterized by a nine-DOF dynamical system, as shown in Figure 3.1. The
masses due to body, axle and Panhard rod are lumped in the roii plane, and each lumped
mass is considered as a rigid body with three DOF:verticaf, lateral and roll. The major
assumptions associated with the model development are described below:
1. The composite Panhard rod beam-axle suspension realized upon lumping

different axle suspensions in the roll plane, is idealized by a parallel
combination of a linear spnng and a viscous damper.
2. The suspension spring and damper are constrained to de£iect dong their axial

directions.
3. The tires are represented by parallel combinations of linear springs and

dampers in the vertical and lateral directions.
4. The forces arising at the tire-road interface are computed using a point contact

tire mode1 assuming undeformable road.

Figure 3.1

Schematic of Nine-DOF Model.

5. The tires are assumed to be in contact with the road at al1 times.

6. The magnitude of vehicle motions dong the generalized coordinates is
assumed to be smdl.
7. The suspension characteristics for lefi and nght directional maneuvers are

assumed to be syrnrnetric.
8. The sprung mass roll caused by forces arising fiom either the tire-road

interactions or the directional maneuvers is assumed to occur about a roll
center, located at a fixed distance relative to the sprung mass cg. The roll
center is located at the intersection of a vertical axis passing through the
sprung mass cg and the Panhard rod axis, while assuming negligibie
displacement of the roll center under extemal forces.
9. The Panhard rod is comected to the sprung and the unspmng masses by

revolute joints, and the radial fiexibility of the bushings is represented by
equivalent vertical and lateral combinations of a linear spnng and a linear
damper.
10. The centnfbgal force arising fiom a steering maneuver is assumed to a d at the

sprung mass cg.

The couplai differentiai equations governhg the roll, lateral and vertical motions
of the composite nine-DOF Panhard rod bearn-axle suspension under the actions of the
centrifugai force and the road induced excitations are formulated using Lagrangian energy
equation:

Where T, V and D are the kinetic, potential and dissipation energy functions, respectively.

Fi are the generalized forces and
fq),GlRC

Yu

6)is the vector of generalized coordinates, given by:
YL

0s

e u

0,

x,

Where " " designates the transpose. y ,,, y,, y, and x,

x.

XJ

, xu, x, are the vertical and

lateral coordinates of the sprung mass at the suspension roll center, and the unsprung and
Panhard rod masses at their cg, respectively, and es, 0, and O, corresponding roli

deflections-

Assuming the motions to be small relative to the overall dimensions, such that

sine, = 8, and CO&,= 1, a set of wupled second-order differential equations with
constant coefficients is obtained. The roll center is assumed to be located at a fixed
distance H, nom the spmng mass cg. The resultant velocity of the sprung mass cg, v, ,
is then descnbed by the following relation:

Consequently, the equations of motions describing the roll plane motion of the composite
Panhard rod beam-axle suspension are denved as follows:

VerîicaI motion of the u q n m g mass:

Roll motion of the ~ p r z ~mmass:
~~g
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Where m, and m u are the spning and unsprung masses, respectively, lumped in the roli
plane, and m, is the lump4 mass of the Panhard rod. k, and c, are the m e s s and

damping coefficients of the suspension s p ~ and
g damper. k, and c, are the linear
stifmess and damping coefficients representing the radiai flexibility of the Panhard rod
revolute joint bushings.

kt and c, represent the linear vertical spring and damping

coefficients due to the tire, respectively, and k, and c, are the respective lateral e e s s
and damping coefficients. L is the length of ngid Panhard rod and a, is its installation
angle. r is the radius of the Panhard rod bushing and c is the half-track length of Panhard

rod relative to the sprung mass (the lateral distance between the bushing connecting the
Panhard rod and the sprung m a s , and the vertical axis passing through the sprung mass
cg). e is the half track length of Panhard rod relative to the unsprung mass (the lateral

distance from the center of bushing connecting the Panhard rod to the unsprung mass and
the unsprung mass cg) f, and f, are the vertical displacements induced at the left- and

right- tire-road interface in the roli plane. I,, 1, and 1, are the roll mass moments of
inertia of the spmng mass, unsprung mass and Panhard rod with respect to their cg,

respectively. a, is half the suspension spring track width, while a, is half the suspension
damper track width. d, is the vertical distance between the sprung mass cg and the
bushing which connects the Panhard rod and the sprung mas, while d, is the vertical
distance between the unsprung mass cg and the bushing which wnnects the Panhard rod
and the unsprung mass. R, is the height of unsprung mass cg fkom the ground plane and
a, is the centrifuga1 acceleration imposed on the sprung mas, unspning mass and the

Panhard rod, during a wme~g/directionalmaneuver.

The coupled differential equations of motion, (3.5) to (3.111, descnbe the roll
plane dynamics of the vehicle with the beam-axle suspension and the ngid Panhard rod
conaraint, subject to a centfigal force arising fiom a directional maneuver and vertical

road excitations. The above equations of motion may be expressed in the following matrix
forrn:

Where

[a],
[Cl and [KI are ( 9 x 9) masdinertia,
,

damping and stifniess matrices,

,

respectively. [C ] and [K ] are (9 x 3) excitation damping and stifhess matrices,
respectively.

[q] is a v a o r of generaIu:ed coordinates and

[u] is a vector of excitation

coordinates, given by:

3.2.2 Roll Plane Analytical Mode1 with Massless Panhard Rod and
Rigid Panhard Rod B u s b g s
The nuie-DOF analytical model, descnbed by equation (3.12), characterizes the

roll dynamics of the candidate vehicle incorporating the dynarnics due to the restraining
Panhard rod. The mass due to the Panhard rod, however, is extremely smail when
compared to those of the unsprung and the sprung masses (<0.06% of the sprung mass).
Furthemore, the stifiess due to the Panhard rod bushings is extremely high. The

Panhard rod can thus be considered as a ngid two-force lùik, which connects the sprung
and unsprung masses laterally. The analytical model can then be simplified by assuming

negligible inertia eEeas of the Panhard rod and high bushing stiffness. Figure 3.2
iiiustrates the schematic of the roll plane mode1 assuming rigid Panhard rod iink. The
simplified model comprises the unsprung m a s with three-DOF characterized by its

vertical, laterd and roll coordinates (y, , x, and 0 ) and the sprung mass with two-DOF
characterized by the vertical and roll coordinates at the suspension roll center ,y(,

0 ).

The lateral motion of the sprung m a s is coupled to that of the unsprung mass through the

Figure 3 -2

Schematic of Five-DOF Model.

transversal Panhard rod constraint. The equations of motion of the simplified five-DOF

analytical mode], derived using the Lagrange's energy method subject to assumptions
describeci in Section 3.2.1, are summarized as follows.

Verricol motion of the spnmg mass:

Vertical mofionof the ttnqmng mass:

Roll motion of the spnmg mas:

Roll motion of the unsprmg mass:

iuO,-2a,'~,(8, -0.) + ~ c , b % ~+c,b(f,
+ZC,(X.

+ 2k, (x,

-&)

+R,~~)R,
-~a,~k,(e,
-e,)+2b2k,0,
+ ROBu)R,+ bk, (f, - f,) = F(esina + d, cosa)

Laterd motion of the spnmg marsr

Loteral motion of the zin~pmngrnass:

(3.16)

.

Geometric non-linear constrant d i e to Panhard r d

where F is the consîraint force due to Panhard rod link and a is the instantaneous
orientation angle. h, and h, are the heights of the spmg and unspning mass cg,
respectÏveIy, with respect to the ground plane, correspondhg to the static equilibrium

position. The non-linear geometric constraint arising fiom the rigid massless Panhard rod
can be linearized about the static equilibrium position using Taylor series expansion.

Assuming small motions and negligible asymmetxy due to the reshaining Panhard rod, as

discussed in Chapter 2, the linearized constraint equation about the suspension static
equilibrium position can be expressed as follows.

The lateral displacement of the unsprung mass cg., derived fiom the constraint equation
(3.20), cm then be expressed by:

Equation (3.18) and (3.21) are solved to yield the constraint force as a function of the
dynamic motion of the vehicle and the suspension geometry:

Upon nibstituting for the mnstra.int force from equation (3.22), the coupled second order
differential equations of motion for the five-DOP roll plane mode1 can be expressed in the
following matrix form:

Where

w],[Cl and [KI are (5x 5) mass, damping and stifiess matrices, respectively.

[M ,] , [c, 1, and [K,] are ( 5 x 5) matrices of mass, damping and stiffness coefficients
due to linearized Panhard rod geometnc constraint. [D,

] is the effective force coefficient

rnatrix due to linearized Panhard rod geometric constra.int.
excitation damping and stifhess matrices, respectively

[c,]and

[K,] are

(5x3)

(q) and {u f are vectors of

generalized response and excitation coordinates, given by:

3.3

Description of Excitations
The çtudy of ride and handling performance characteristics of a road vehicle

prirnarily involves response analyses under extemal excitations. The road vehicles, in
general, are subject to excitations arising from tire-road interactions, centrifuga1 forces
attributed to directional maneuvers, longitudinal forces caused by b r a h g and
acceleration, and the aerodynamic forces and moments. The ride dynamic properties of
road vehicles are, in general, evaluated for detesministic and stationq random excitation
at the tire-road interface, assuming constant forward speed. The constant speed handling
properties of a vehicle relate to its roll, yaw and lateral dynamic response, when subject to

a centnfugal force caused by a steering maneuver. The analytical models, described in the

previous section, can be effectively utilized to evaluate the vertical and lateral ride
properties, and handling performance related to roll and lateral dynarnics of the vehicle.
The analysis, however, necessitates identification of representative excitations encountered
by the vehicle.

3.3.1 Description of Cornering Maneuver Excitation

The vehicle body and axles experience a centrifbgal force during a directional
maneuver. The resulting lateral acceleration of the vehicle accounts for the primary
overtuming moment imposed on the vehicle. The handling performance of a vehicle

relates to its ability to counteract the ovemirning/roll moment arising fkom the laterai or
centrifuga1 acceleration excitation. Figure 3-3 illustrates the lateral acceleration of the
sprung mass of a highway bus rneasured during a typical lane change maneuver at a speed

of 110 kmni (461. The measured data reveals that the lateral acceleration excitation can
be represented by a harmonic excitation, at a frequency of approximately 0.3 Hz. The

lateral acceleration excitation comesponding to a typical lane change maneuver at a
highway speed can thus be characterized as:

Where a, is the lateral acceleration in g unit and f is the predominant aeering fiequency.
The magnitude of the ham~oniclateral acceleration excitation may decrease when the

directional maneuver is carrieci out at a lower speed.

3.3.2 De~cnptionof Road Excitation
While the ride performance analyses require description of excitations arising fiom
a randomiy rough road, the fundamental response behavior of a suspension system can be
conveniently denved fiom deterministic excitations. The roll plane analytical models are

thus analyzed for both detenninistic and random road excitations described as follows.

Detenninistic Road Excitations
The roughness and cross-slope of the road profiles, primarily, induce vertical and
roll excitations to the vehicle. The fundamental vertical and roll response of the vehicle
suspension can thus be investigated assuming in-phase and out-of-phase harmonic
excitations at the tire-road interface. While the in-phase harmonic excitations yield the
influence of restraining Linkage under pure vertical excitation, the out-of-phase excitations
provide significant insight into the role of restraint under pure roU excitations.

The

excitation arising at the îire-road interface are thus expresse-as:

In-phase:

f, = f, = f,sinot

Out-of-p hase:

fL = -fR = fAsUlat

Where f, is the magnitude of the displacement excitation.

Random Road Excitations
The ride dynamic analysis of the beam-axle suspension and Panhard rod thus
necessitates characterization of a representative random road profile. Various studies on
characterization of the road profiles have established that the road profile can be described
by a stationary Gaussian process with zero mean. The road roughness has been described

by a single sided displacement power spectral density (PSD) fùnction with zero-mean

stationary Gaussian randorn distributions:

Where @(a) is the displacement PSD of the randorn road profile, co is the temporal
anguiar frequency, E is the road rougimess coefficient, p is the variance and u is the

forward speed of the vehicle. The displacement PSD corresponding to smooth, medium
rough and rough road are evaluated using the coenicients presented in Figure 3.1. The
displacement PSD of different road profiles at a speed of 110 km/h is further illustrated in
Figure 3-4.

Table 3.1 The Roughnas Coefficients and Variance
of Different Road Profdes [53]
Road Roughness

Roughness

Coefficients

à (m-')

Smooth
Medium Rou*
Roua

I

P (ml

u @Idil)

O.15

O.0033

110

0.2

0.0056

110

0.4

0.012

110

1

Equation (3.25) describes the mean road profile to evaluate the vehicle response under

pure vertical excitations. The analysis of the roll response necessitates the description of
two terrain profiles at the ri&- and left-tire tracks. Altmtively, roll excitations may be

generated by introducing a constant or speed dependent phase to represent the cross-dope
present in the road in the followhg manner:

fL(t) = fR(t)er
and

r = 2 x - ( 0 . 5 - md)]

Figure 3.4

Road displacement PSDs for different random road roughness
....-..-.........-R o u )
~ ~
(
Smooth; ------ Medium Rough, --.-

Where r represents the phase diierence between the vertical excitations at lefi and right
tracks ranging fiom -x to x, and rnd is a random number generated between O and 1.

3.4

Performance Indices
A performance index, in general, is selecteci to assess specific designs and the

objectives. The performance objectives of the candidate beam axle suspension with a
transversal Panhard rod include vehicle ride and handling quaiities. The roii plane models
forrnulated in this study can be conveniently used to denve the handling pefiormance of
the candidate vehicle in terms of the roll deflection (8,) of the sprung mass about the
suspension roll center, and the lateral deflection of the sprung mass at its cg (x,

). The

lateral swing acceleration of the sprung mass at its cg (x, ) can be fiirther analyzed to
assess the rollover stability characteristics of the vehicle.

The vehicle ride quality is a complex function of workstation design, placement of

controls, seat design, noise and vibration environment, etc. Subjective rankings are ofken
used to assess the ride quality related to the seat and the work station design, and
objective methods are used to assess the impact of noise and vibration on the driver ride
cornfort. Although the ride quality associated with whole-body vehicular vibration is
assessed using the acceleration response at the drivedpassenger-seat interface and
weighting filters representing the human response to vibration, a relative measure of
vehicle ride quality can be conveniently derived fiom the acceleration response of the
sprung mass. The ride quality of the candidate vehicle can thus be assessed by evaiuating
the vertical, lateral and roll acceleration response of the sprung mass.

3.5

Dynamic Analysis Of Panhard Rod Beam Axle Suspension Models
The dynamiccharacteristics of road vehicles under various excitations associated

with the temain irregularities and steering maneuvers are strongly related to the various
vibration modes of the vehicle. A fkee vibration analysis is performed to identify the
natural fiequencies associated with different vibration modes. The cornputed natural
frequencies are compared to the fiequencies of dominant vibration measured on a highway
bus.

3.5.1 Free Vibration Analysis
The differential equations of motion for the vehicle models under fiee vibration are

expressed in the foUowing matrix foim:

Where FI,1, [Cs
] and @Cs ] are (n x n) mas, damping and sMkess matrices,respectively.
n is the number of degrees-of-fieedom and ( q , ) is the correspondhg vector of
generalized coordinates.

The naturd fiequencies of the damped vehicle models are

determined fiom the following eigenvdue problern:
[AD - V

r'

Where [A,] = [M '

.[K

I - {WD 1= fol

'1, and [M.] and [K*1 are the (2x1

(3 -281
x 2n) matrices, given by:

The solution of the eigenvalue problem yields the eigenvector fy,} and eigenvalue AD,

which are related to the damped and undamped natud fiequencies (o, and m ,j ) and the
daming ratios (5 , ) :

3.5.2 Dynamic

Response To Excitations Arising From Steering

Maneuver
The dynamic response characteristics of the candidate composite beam avle

suspension with Panhard rod constra.int subject to such harmonic centrifùgai acceleration
excitation discussed in section 3.3.2, can thus be evduated in the conveniem fiequency
doniain.

The equations of motion of the vehicle mode1 subject to a centrifirgai

acceleration excitation, a, , aione can be expresseci in the following matrix fom:

where [K,] is (nx 1) coefficient matrk of centrifùgal amleration excitation. The Fourier
transform of equation (3.29) yields the foliowing expression for the cornplex fiequency
response fûnction:

The displacement response vector is thus derived for a harmonic centrifigai acceleration

excitation of 0.3g amplitude, which corresponds to the acceptable level of rollover
threshold of heavy vehicle [46]:

The correspondhg acceleration response vector is aven by:

3.5.3 Dynamic Response to Road Excitation
Dynamic response characteristics of the Iùiear and hearized vehicle models can be
conveniently derived in the fkequeacy domain, for both detenniaistic and randorn road

excitations. The hearized equations of motion for the vehicle models are expressed in the
foliowhg rnatrix fonn.

Where

[c,]and [K,] are the (n x m) road excitation damping and e

respectively, and fu,)

e s s matrices,

is the (m x 1 ) road excitation vector, given by:

Fourier transform of equation (3 -33) yields:

{Q,( i d = [HR ( i d - (UR
Where {Q,(iw)} and

{u, (io)) are the

(id

(3.34)

Fourier transforms of the (nx 1) and (mx 1)

vectors of generalized response and excitation coordinates, respectively, and [H, (io)] is
the (nxm) complex frequency response fùnction matrix. Solution of equation (3.34)
yields the dynamic response characteristics of the vehicle models subject to out-of-phase
vertical harmonic road excitations of constant displacement amplitude.

The dynamic response to random road excitations can be evaluated fiom the
frequency response funaion ma*

CH, (io )]

and the road displacement excitation

spectral density, Si(a) :

Where [S,(o )] and [S a (a)] are the (n x n) matrices of the displacement and acceleration
PSDs of generalized coordinates, respectively. '* ' designates the complex conjugate
transpose.

In this chapter, the roll plane dynarnics of the passive beam-axle suspension with

rigid Panhard rod constraint is represented using two mathematical models. A nine-DOF
analytical model is formulated to incorporate the flexibility of the Panhard rod bushings
and the mass of the Panhard rod, while a simplified five DOF model is developed assurning
the Panhard rod bushings are rigid and the mass of the Panhard rod can be neglected. The
geometric non-linearity caused by the Panhard rod constraint is expressed by a linear
relationship in orcier to derive system of linear differential equations characterizing the roll
plane dynarnics. The excitation arising fiom directional maneuver is represented by a
harmonic centrifugai acceleration excitation, while those due to road roughness are
descrïbed by both deterministic harmonic and random stationary zero-mean Gaussian

finctions. The andytical techniques are briefly discussed to predict the hdamental
frequency response characteristics and the random response characteristics of the

candidate vehicle suspension under steering and roadway induced excitations.

Chapter 4

Dynamic Response Characteristics of Panhard Rod Beam-Axle
Suspension Models
4.1

Introduction
The ride, handIing and directional performance characteristics of road vehicles

impose confiicting design requirements for the suspension p ~ the
d linkage mechanisms.
The suspension design for highway buses necessitates a carefùi compromise between the

ride and handling. Since both factors are considered equally important in view of
passenger cornfort and directional control performance.

The dynamic response

characteristics related to the performance indices, disnissed in Chapter 3, are strongly
af5iecte-d by the deflection modes of the vehicle and the corresponding resonant
frequencies. The magnitudes of dynamic deflections and response accelerations are
fùrther related to dynarnic behavior of the suspension and restraining Mage.

Free vibration analyses of the two analytical models, developed in Chapter 3, are

performed to identie the natural frequencies and associated deflection modes of the
candidate highway bus. The results of the study are compared to the available measured
data to achieve a limited validation of the models. Dynamic response characteristics of the

analytical models are evaluated for harmonic Iateral acceleration excitation encountered
during cornering/directional maneuvers, and harmonic and random roadway excitations.
A cornprehensive parametric study is performed to establish an understanding of the

interactions of the transverse Panhard rod with the roll plane dynamics of the candidate
vehicle.

4.2

Free Vibration Analysis
The eigenvalue problem, formulated in Chapter 3, is solved to identifi the natural

frequencies, damping ratios and the associated deflection modes of the two analytical
models of the candidate vehicle. The results, surnrnarized in Table 4.1, reveal that the fiee
vibration response characteristics of the simplified five-DOF model are quite close to those
of the nine-DOF model, when five lower deflection modes are considered. These include
the models associated with roll, vertical and lateral deflection modes of the sprung mass

and the vertical and roll deflection modes of unsprung mas. The spning mass resonances
occur at relatively low frequencies: 0.65 81- 0.6583 Hz for the roll mode, 12328

Hz for the bounce mode, and 3.0711

- 1-2524

- 3.0753 Hz for the lateral vibration mode.

The

composite unsprung mass exhibits resonances at relatively higher frequencies: 7.3584
7.3506 Hz for the vertical mode and 8.4469

- 8.4684 Hz for the roll mode.

-

The peak

error between the darnped natural fkquencies of the two models is 1.32% for all these five
modes. This high degree of correlation between the fiee-vibration response characteristics
of the two models is attriiuted to the high stîfkess of the Panhard rod bushings and
relatively smail mass of the Panhard rod.

The results also reveal relatively high damping ratio corresponding to the vertical
deflection modes of the sprung (<m-23) and unsprung (GW.26) masses. The darnping
ratio corresponding to the lateral deflection modes are observed to be low (below 0.06)
for both the models. Table 4.1 further reveals that the nine-DOF analytical model exhibits
very high resonant frequencies and extremely light damping associated with the lateral,
vertical and roll deflection modes of the Panhard rod, which is attributed to its small mass

and high stiffness bushings. Since such high fiequency resonant modes of the nine-DOF
analytical model do not contribute to the ride and handling properties of the candidate
vehicle, the sirnplified five-DOF analytical model, is considered for fùrther analysis of ride

Table 4.1

9-DOF model

Cornparison of Resonant Frequencies and Damping Ratios
between Nine-DOF and Five-DOF Analytical Models

5-DOF model
Damping
Ratio

c

Dominant
Resonant
Coordinate

and handling performance. The NneDOF model, however, may be considered desirable
for the study of dynarnic behavior of the transverse constraint.

The naturd fiequencies of the &date

vehicle models are compared with the

dominant ride vibration frequencies identifid fiom the road test data. A limited number
of road tests were performed on a highway bus to measure the ride vibration response of
the sprung and unspmg masses 1461. The dominant ride fiequency of the vertical motion

of the s p m g mas, and the vertical, roll and lateral motions of the unsprung mass,
identifid h m the limiteci measured data, compared with the resonant muencies of
proposed model in Table 4.2, show that the natural frequencies derived for the analytical
models are resuits comparable with the dominant ride frequencies.

The natural

frequencies associated with vertical modes of the spmg and unsprung masses are close to
the measured frequencies with errors of 8.1 2% and 18.3 5%, respectively. The analpical
roll mode fkquency of the unsprung mass is somewhat lower than the correspondhg
measured frequency with approximated 15.3% ciifference. This Merence between the
measured and computed frequencies are mody attributed to the assumptions associated
with the roll plane models comprising a single composite axle. A considerable ciifference
between the computed and rneasured values of lateral mode fkquency of the unsprung

mass is also observeci, which can also be attributed to the single composite axle used in
roll plane vehicle model.

4.3

Frequency Response Characteristics of the Vehicle Models
An assessrnent of the ride and handling performance characteristics of the beam-

axle suspension with a transverse Panhard rod requires the selection of appropriate

performance index. The passenger ride quality has been directly related to vertical, laterai

and roll acceleration perceived by the passengers. Since the vibrations at passengers'

Table 4.2

Dominant
Vibration
Mode

Cornparison of Damped Resonant Frequencies of the
Roll Plane Models with the Measured Dominant Frequencies

Measured

1

1 Mode1
Frequency 1 Fraquency
Dominant

9,
y CG
CG

Yu
9"
X..

t not reported

5-DOF

9-DOF

%

Mode1

%

Error

Naîurai

Emr

Frequency

locations are directly related to the sprung mass vibration, the measure of passengers'
comfort can be expressed in terms of acceleration response of the sprung mas.
Furthemore, the drive and passenger exposure of whole-body ride vibration is fkequently
carried out in the frequency domain in order to apply the necessary weighting filters in a

convenient manner. Aithough the ride analyses, in-general, are peflormed under the
resonance behaviour, the effecfiveness of vibration attenuation mechanisms and the role of
Panhard rod constraint c m be effectively investigated under harmonic excitation. In this
study, the ride performance of the candidate vehicle is evduated in tenns of vemcai,
lateral and roil accelerations of the sprung mass under hannonic and random roadway
inputs and harmonic steering maneuver excitation.

The handling performance of a ground vehicle, under constant forward speed, can
be fully described by the lateral, roil and yaw motions of the vehicle. While the yaw and
lateral motions are deterrnined from the yaw plane dynamics of the vehicle, the roll plane
mode1 yields the handling response in terms of lateral acceleration, lateral and roll motions
of the sprung and unsprung masses. Since the lateral accelertion excitations encountered
during a typical lane change or cornering maneuver can be approxhated by a sinusoidal
function, the response characteristics can be conveniently denved from the harmonic
response of the vehicle models. Other extemal excitations causing suspension roll and
swing, such as roadway disturbances with roll component, dso affect t h e handling
performance. In this thesis, the handling performance of the candidate vehicle is evaluated
in terms of frequency response characteristics of the roll and lateral displacements of the

spmng mass.

4.3.1 Response to Cornering Maneuver Induced Harmonic Lateral
Acceleration Excitation
'Rie fiequency response characteristics of the candidate vehicle models are
evaluated for a harmonic laterd acceleration excitation with magnitude of 0.3% which
represents the centri&@ acceleration encountered during a directional manaiver. The
results are presented in ternis of roll and lateral motions of the sprung mass in order to
gain an insight into the handling and ride characteristics of the vehicle with respect to a

steering input. Although typicai steering maneuvers of the candidate highway bus ocaû at

fi-equencies well below 0.5 Eh,the response characteristics are illustrated between O to 3
Hz to gain better understanding on the overall dynamic behavior of the vehicle in the

vicinity of the spning mass resonances. Equations (3.29) to (3.32) are solved to yield the

fiequency response characteristics of the spning and unspniag masses using the
parameters listed in Table 2.2, assuming zero inclination angle of the Panhard rod. Figures
4.1 and 4.2 illustrate the corresponding fiequency response characteristics of the roll and

lateral displacements and acceleratioas of the spning and unsprung masses. It should be
noted that the roll response of the sprung mass is evaluated about its roll center, and the
resulting vertical motions of the s p m g and unspning masses are cunsiderably small and
negligible.

The response characteristics deriveci nom the sirnplified (model 1) and

wmprehensive (model II)models are also compareci to investigate the influence of inertial

and cornpliant properties of the Panbard rod. The r d t s show that the two analytical
models exhibit ahost identical fiequency response characteristics under s p d e d lateral
acceleration excitation. The gmilarity of the two models is attributed to insignificant
contribution of very srnail inertia of the rod, and high stifniess of the bushings. It can thus

be concludeci that the lateral dyaamics of the vehicle can be effêctively analyzed assuming
rigid Panhard rod wostraint.

Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 4.1

Roll response characteristics of the sprung and unsprung masses (
spmng mas ..-------...--...-unsprung rnass; mode1 I, O mode1 11; Excitation:
0.3g lateral acceleration harmonie)

Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)
Figure 4.2

Lateral response characteristics of the sprung and unsprung masses
spning mass -.--.--.--------- unsprung mass; 0 mode1 1, O mode1 II;
(
Excitation: 0.3g lateral acceleration harmonie)

The roll displacement and acceleration fiequency response characteristics,

ülustrated in Figure 4.1, exhibit peak roll displacement of approxirnately 12.6 degms of
the sprung mass in the vicinity of its roli resonant fiequency, 0.67 Hz The static rcil angle
of the spmg mass under harmonic lateral acceleration excitation is observed to be nuu
3.4 degrees. The unsprung mass roll displacement response exhiibits peaks near spmg

mass roii and lateral mode natural fiequencies. The peak unsprung mass roll displacement
of approxbmtely 1.4 degrees ocws near the l a t d mode resonant fiequency of the
sprung mass, 3.1 Hz. Ahhough the d t s show considerably high roll acceleration peaks

of the spmg and unsprung masses (approxhately 9 rad/s2 ) in the vicinity of 3.1 Hz, this
frequency is well above the steering fiequencies encuuntered during typical maneuvers.
Since most steering hquencies ocair well below 0.5

the roll angle response in the O

-

0.5 Hz needs to be spedicaUy examined to study the handling relate. d y n d c behavior of

the vehicle. The peak roil angle response of the s p m g and uaspning masses in this
fiequency range are approximately 7.2 and 0.4 degrees, respectively. The correspondhg
roll response accelerations of the spmg and unspning masses are obsexved to be weii
below 2 mis2 and 1 m/s2 ,respectively.

The lateral displacement and acceleration response characteristics of the sprung

mass, as shown in Figure 4.2, exhibit distinct peaks corresponding to the roli and lateral
resonant frequencies of the spning mas, respectively. The lateral displacement and
acceleration response of the unsprung mass also reveals signincant peaks in the vicinity of
the sprung mass lateral resonant 6requency. The eequency response characteristics also

reveal that the static displacement of the sprung and unspnuig masses under 0.3g lateral
acceleration are approximateiy 0.05 rn and 0.01 m, respectively. The s p m g mass
experiences a peak displacement of approxhtely 0.14 m and peal axeleration of 3.0
rnk' near its roll resonaat frequency 0.67 Hz. The peak acceleration response of the
sprung and unsprung masses approach nearly 18 mls2 and 22 m l s 2 in the vianity of the

sprung mass lateral resonant fiequency (3.1 Hz). This high acceleration response may be

wnsidered l e s important for handling analysis, since the dominant s t e e ~ gmuencies
occur at fkequencies wel below 3.1 Iiz.

4.3.2 Response to Harrnonic ROMExcitation due to Road Unevenness

The fiequency respoase characteristics of the two vehicle rnodels, developed in

Chapter 3, are evaluated for out-oGphase harmonie road excitations of constant
displacement amplitude of 0.01 m. Equation (3.34) is solved using the panuneters Iisted in

Table 2.2 and zero Panhard rod installation angle. The roll response of the sprung mass
are presented about the suspension roll center, while the roll responses of the unspmg

mass are presented about ts cg. The corresponding amplitudes of roll and lateral
displacement and acceleration response characteristics of the sprung and uusprung mass
masses are iilustrated in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. The results show that the two

analytical models yield identical fiequency response characteristics, at frequencies below
3.5 Hi,while only s

d differences are observed at higher excitation fiequencies, which is

attributed to the cornpliant bushings of the Panhard rod. It can thus be concluded that the
contributions due to the Panhard rod inertia and the cornpliance of the bushings are

insignifiicantunder excitations arising fkom the tire-road interaction.

The roll displacement and acceleration response characteristics of the sprung and
unsprung masses of the vehicle subject to out-of-phase harmonic road excitations, shown
in Figure 4.3, exhibit peaks near the roll (0.67 Hz) and lateral (3.1 Hz) resonant
ffequencies of the sprung mass and the roll resonant fiequency (8.5 Hz) of the unspmng

mass. The coupling between the roll and lateral modes, caused by the Panhard rod
constraint, is cleariy evident fiom the fiequmcy response characteristics derived for both

analytical rnodels.

While the qrung mass experiences large roli deflection at low
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Figure 4.3

Roll response characteristics of the sprung and unsprung masses (
spnrngmass ---.....-....-.
unsprung mass; model I, O model LI; Excitation:
0.01 m harmonic out-of-phase displacement)

Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 4.4

Lateral response characteristics of the sprung and unsprung masses
spmng
.---...-.------.-.unsprung mass; Dl mode1 I, O mode1 II;
(
Excitation: 0.01 m h m o n i c out-of-phase displacement)

frequencies near its roll resonance, high roll deflections of the unsprung mass occur in the

vicinity of lateral mode resonance of the sprung mass and the roll resonant frequency of
the unsprung mas. The acceleration response of the unsprung mass thus approaches very
high magnitude at higher frequencies. The high roll deflections of both sprung and
unsprung masses near the laterai mode resonance of the sprung mass are mostly attributed
to the kinematic constra.int imposed by the transverse Panhard rod.

The lateral displacement and acceleration response characteristics of the sprung

and unspning masses of both d y t i c a l models exhibit peaks in the vicinity of roll and
lateral resonant fkquencies of the s p m g mass, and roll resonant fiequency of the
unspmng mas, as shown in Figure 4.4. The sprung and unsprung masses both exhibit

high magnitude lateral displacement and acceleration peaks near the lateral resonant
frequency of the sprung mass (3.1 Hz).

4.4

Response to Random Road Excitation
The results presented in section 4.3 clearly revealed that the contributions due to

cornpliance of the bushings and the Panhard rod are relatively insiwcant. The ride and
handling analysis of a beam-axle suspension with Panhard rod consîraint can thus be
performed using the simplined five-DOF model based upon rigid Panhard rod. The ride
response characteristics of the candidate bus to realistic random excitations arising from
the road roughness are thus evaluated using the simpiified model. Equations (3.35) to
(3.36) are solved to determine the power spectral densities (PSD) of the displacement and

acceleration coordinates under Gaussian distributed random road profile with random
phase between the left- and right-tire-road intefice. The response characteristics are
evaluated under excitations arising from a rough road, as described in Chapter 3. The

random phase between the lefi- and right-tire tracks is introduced to represent the crossslope of the road, as discussed eariier in seaion3.

Figures 4.5 to 4.10 illustrate the PSD of vertical, roll and lateral displacement and
acceleration response of the sprung and unspning masses in the fhquency range of O. 1 to
20 Hz. It should be noted that the vertical and I a t d response presented in the figures

represents the motion of the cg of the spnuig and unsprung masses, wMe the roll response

of the sprung mass is presented about the roil centa. The PSD charaaeristics of the
vertical displacement respome of the sprung mass exhibit a peak near the vertical resonant
frequency (1 -2 Hz) of the spmg mass, d

e the

PSD characteristics of its acceleration

response show peaks near both vertical resonant fiequencies of the sprung mass (1 -2 Hz)
and unsprung rnass (7.4 Hz), as iîlustrated in Figure 4.5. The unsprung mass yields high
amphde vertical displacement response PSD peaks near the vertical resonant fiequencies
of the spning mass (1.2 fi)and the unsprung mass (7.4 Hz), while its acceleration
response PSD peak is shown near its vertical resonant fiequency (7.4 Hz), as presented in
Figure 4.6. The PSD chacteristics of the roll and lateral displacement response of the
spmg mass exhibit peaks near the dominant roll (0.66 Hz) and the lateral (3 .O7Hz)
resonant fiequencies of the spmg mas, while their acceleration response PSD
characteristics show peaks near the dominant lateral resonant fiequency of the spmg

mass (3.07 Hz) and the roil resonant Erequency of the unspning mass (8.5 Hi), as
iilustrated in Figures 4.7 and 4.9. The roll displacement response PSD characteristics of
the unsprung mass presents the peaks near the roll (0.66 Hz), laterai (3.07Hz) resonant
fiequencies of the sprung mass, and the roll resonant fiequency of the unsprung mass (8.5

Hz), while its accelaation response PSD cbatgctenistics show a signiscant peak near the

roll resonant frequency of the unspning mass (8.5 Hz), as illustrated in Figure 4 -8. The
lateral displacement and acceleration response of the unspning mass show simiiar resonant
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Figure 4.5

PSD of vertical displacement and acceleration of the sprung mass for
rough random road with random cross-slope between left and right
wheels.
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Figure 4.6

PSD of vertical displacement and acceleration of the unsprung mass for
rough random road with random cross-slope between lefk and right
wheels.
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Figure 4.7

PSD of roll displacement and acceleration of the sprung mass for rough
random road with random cross-dope between left and right wheels.
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PSD of roli displacernent and acceleration of the unsprung mass for rough
random road with random cross-dopebetween left and right wheels.
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Figure 4.9

PSD of lateral displacement and acceleration of the spmng mass for rough
random road with random cross-slope between lefi and nght wheels.
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Figure 4.10

PSD of lateral displacement and acceleration of the unsprung mass for
rough random road with random cross-dope between left and right
wheels.

characteristics as that of the spmg mass, except for the acceleration response is
dominated by the roll resonant frequency of the unsprung mass, as shown in Figure 4.10.

4.5

Influence of Suspension Parameters on Dynamic Response
Characteristics
The handling and ride penormance characteristics of a road vehicle are directly

influenced by the suspension and tire properties, geometry, Ioad, and Panhard rod
property etc. Sensitivity of system parameten on the suspension performance is studied
based on the simplified five-DOF analytical mode1 with variations in a single parameter at
a time. The results of this snidy are utilized to gain understanding of the effect of Panhard
rod with respect to varying system parameters on the ride and handling pefiormance of the
candidate vehicle. The variations in the design parameters considered in the study include:

1. Suspension spring rate,

2. Suspension damping rate,
3. Tire vertical stifmess rate,
4. Sprung weight,

5. Vehicle speed,
6. Road roughness.

The variations in ride and handling petformance characteristics with variations in
the above design parameters are evaiuated under lateral harmonic acceleration excitation

arising from directional maneuver, hamonic out-of-phase roadway excitation and
Gaussian random road excitation with random crosdope between the lefi and the right
tire-road interface. Since ride and handling performance of a road vehicle is moaly related
to the dynamic behavior of the s p m g mas, the investigation carried out in the following

sections is concentrateci on the sprung mass dynamics alone. Equations (3 -29) to (3 -32)
are solved to yield the fkquency response amplitudes of the sprung mass under 0.3g
lateral acceleration excitation. Equations (3.34) t c (3.36) are solved to yield the frequency
response amplitudes and the random response of the spning mass under 0.01 hamionic
out-of-phase and random road excitations, respectively. For random vibration analysis,
the vehicle is assumed to operate at 110 k m h and a relatively rough profile is selected.
The nominal design panimeters are taken as those presented in Table 2.2. Since the
vertical response amplitudes of the spmg mass under dven excitations are insignificant,

the results are presented in ternis of lateral and roll response of the sprung mass. The roll
response of the sprung mass are derived with respect to the suspension roll center, while
the vertical and lateral response represent the motion at the cg.

4.5.1 Influence of Suspension Spring Rate

The influence of the suspension spring rate on the ride and handling performance
characteristics of the suspension are investigated by varying the spring rate fiom 350
kN/m to 1050 kN/m, while the nominal value is 480 kN/m. The response characteristics
of the spmng mass under 0.3g hamonic lateral acceleration excitation, harmonic out-of-

phase and random road excitations are illustrateci in Figure 4.1 1 to 4.18.

Since the

effective roll stiffhess is directly related to the suspension spring rate, the variations in the
spnng rate affect the roll and lateral dynamics of the vehicle in a significant rnanner. The
suspension spnng affects the roll and lateral response behaviour of the sprung mass most
significantly under laterai acceleration excitations at fkquencies below 2.0 Hz, as shown

in Figures 4.1 1 and 4.12. The results show that the roll and lateral displacements and
accelerations of the spnuig rnass exhibit peaks at fiequencies attributed to the sprung mass
roll and lateral resonant fhquencies, which tend to increase with increase in spnng rate.

nie increase in roll stifiess due to increase in s p ~ rate,
g 480 kN/m to 1050 kN/m, yields
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Muence of suspension stifhess on the roii response characteristics of the
spning m a s (Excitation: 0.3g harmonic lateral acceleration)
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Figure 4.12

Infiuence of suspension stifniess on the lateral response characteristics of
the spning rnass (Excitation: 0.3g harmonic lateral acceleration)
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Figure 4.13

Influence of suspension stiffness on the roll response characteristics of the
sprung m a s (Excitation: 0.01 m harmonic out-of-phase displacement)
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Figure 4.14

Muence of suspension stiffness on the lateral response characteristics of
the s p m g mass (Excitation: 0.01 m hamonic out-of-phase displacement)

an considerable increase in the sprung mass roll natural frequency Eorn 0.56 Hz to 0.92
Hz. The influence of the suspension spring rate on the lateral mode natural frequency,
however, is nsignificant. Frequency response characteristics fùrther reveal that a stifFer
suspension spnng yields lower roll displacement due to increased roll stiffness. The static
roll and lateral deflections of the sprung m a s also decrease when the suspension stifiess
is increased.

Since the directionai maneuvers are invariably performed at lower

fhquencies (well below 0.5 Hz), the stiffer suspension spring rate can yield irnproved
handling performance. The corresponding magnitudes of roll and lateral acceleration
peaks of the sprung mas, however, tend to increase due to increase in the roll and lateral

natural fiequencies.

The enhancernent of dnver/passenger ride quality may thus

necessitate the use of soft suspension springs.

The innuence of the suspension spring rate on the ride and handling performance

of the vehicle subject to constant displacement out-of-phase harmonic roadway excitation
is displayed in Figures 4.13 and 4.14.

The peak magnitudes of roll and lateral

displacements in the vicinity of the roll resonant frequencies tend to increase with increase
in suspension roll stiffness, as observeci earlier in Figures 4.1 1 and 4.12. The road
excitations also tend to excite the unsprung mass roll mode, which is apparent in the
acceleration response near 8.5 Hz. It should be noted that the variations in the spring rate
the sprung mass response mostly in the vicinity of its roll resonant frequency, while
the effects at higher frequencies are minimal.

The infiuence of variations in suspension spnng rate, fiom 380 kN/m to 1050

kN/m, on the suspension ride performance is further investigated under Gaussian random
road excitation with random phase between the lefi- and right-tire-road interface. The

PSD characteristics of the roll and laterd displacement and acceleration response of the
sprung mass are presented in Figures 4.15 and 4.18. The dominant peak amplitudes of the
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Figure 4.15

Influence of suspension aiffnws on PSD of roll displacernent of the
sprung m a s for rough random road with random cross-dope between lefi
and right wheels.
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Figure 4.16

InfIuence of suspension stiffhess on PSD of roll acceleration of the spmng
mass for rough random road with random cross-dope between left and
right wheeis.
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Influence of suspension stiffness on PSD of lateral displacement of the
sprung mass for rough random road with random cross-dope between lefi
and nght wheels.
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Figure 4.18

Influence of suspension stifiess on PSD of lateral auxleration of the
sprung mass for rough random road with random cross-dope between left
and nght wheels.

roll displacement and acceleration response PSD of the spning mass near the roli (for
displacement) and lateral (for acceleration) resonant fiequencies of the sprung mass tend
to increase with increase in the spring rate, wMe the peak a m p h d e s near the lateral

resoaaat fkequency of the sprung m a s (for displacement) and the roll resonant frequency
of the unsprung mass (for acceleration) tend to decrease with increase in the spring rate,

as shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16.

The dominant peak magnitude of the lateral

displacement response PSD of the spning mass near its roll natural frequency hcreases
with increase in the suspension spring rate, whüe the peak value in the vicinity of its lateral

resonatlt fiequency decreases accordingly, as displayed in Figure 4.17. The dominant peak
value of the lateral acceleration response of the sprung mass corresponding to its lateral

resonant fiequency tends to decrease with increase in the spring rate, while the peak

magnitude near the unsprung mass roll resonant fiequency is not apparently affècted by
the spring rate, as iilustrated in Figure 4.18.

4.5.2 Influence of Suspension Damping

The ride and hancilhg performance of a road vehicle is strongly dependent upon
the effective suspension damping. Adequately damped suspensions effectively suppress
the resonant peaks, while lightly damped suspensions yield beîter vibration isolation in the

ride £îequency range. Figures 4.19 to 4.26 illustrate the influence of suspension darnping

on the ride and handihg pefiormance of the vehicle subject to excitation arisiag fiom the
steering maneuvers and tireroad interactions. Figures 4 1 9 and 4.20 illustrate the roll and

lateral dynamic response of the spmg mass under a 0.3g centrifiigal acceleration
excitation for ciiffirent damping coefficients varying fiom 28.12 k N d m to 48.69 kN.s/m.

The r d t s clearly show that the magnitudes of peak roll and laterd displacements
ouwring in the vicinity of respective resonant fiequencies tend to decrease considerably
with increase in suspension damping coefficient. The variations in suspension damping
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Figure 4.19

Innuence of suspension damping on the roll response characteristics of the
sprung mass (Excitation: 0.3g harmonic lateral acceleration)
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Figure 4.20

Mluence of suspension damping on the lateral response characteristics of
the spmng mass (Excitation: 0.3g harmonic lateral acceleration)
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Influence of suspension damping on the roll response characteristics of the
sprung mass (Excitation: 0.01 m harmonic out-of-phase displacement)
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Influence of suspension damping on the lateral response characteristics of
the sprung mass (Excitation: 0.01 rn hannonic out-of-phase displacement)

cause oniy insignifiant intluence on the damped natural fiequencies.

The peak

acceleration response of the spning mass also decrease With increase in damping due to
corresponding increase in the roii dampiag properties of the suspension. The variations in
suspension damping, howeva, do not affect the static roll and lateral deflecfionsof the

sprung mass. From the results, t cm be concluded that suspensions with higher darnping
can provide improved hanclhg performance by reducing the magnitudes of roll and lateral

deflections, and improved ride performance relateci to roll and lateral acceIedons of the
spnuig mass.

The innuence of the suspension damping on the ride and handling performance of
the vehicle subject to harmonic outsf-phase road excitation is presented in Figures 4.21

and 4.22. The peak magnitudes of roll and lateral displacements and accelerations in the
vicinity of roll and lateral mode resonances tend to decrease considerably, d e n high

suspension darnping is eaiployed.

HîgMy damped suspension, however, apparently

increases the roli acceldon responses near the unspnuig mass roll resonant fiequency
and at higher fiquencies, as s h o w in Figure 4-21. The comesponding peak magnmide of

the lateral acceleration of the sprung mass near the unsprung mass roll resonant fkequency

is apparently reduced by using highly damped suspension, as shown in Figure 4.22.

The significam influence of the suspension damping on the vehicle response to the
Gaussian random road excitations is Uustrated in Figures 4.23 and 4.26. The results

clearly show that the dominant peak amplitudes of the displacernent and acce1eration
response PSD characteristics of the sprung mass can be effectvely reduced by using highly
damped suspension: the roii and laterai response PSDs are d o d e d by the sprung mass
roll resonsnt fiequency, while the corresponding roll and laterd acceleration response

PSDs are dominated by the spmg maos lateral resonaat fiequency. The suspension
damping doesn't show apparent influence on the peak magnitudes of the roll and lateral
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Influence of suspension damping on PSD of roll displacement of the
spnuig m a s for mugh random road with random cross-dopebetween left
and right wheels.
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Influence of suspension damping on PSD of roll acceleration of the sprung
mass for rough random road with random cross-slope between left and
right wheels.
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Influence of suspension damping on PSD of lateral displacement of the
spmng rnass for rough random road with random cross-dope between left
and right wheels.
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Influence of suspension damping on PSD of lated acceleration of the
spmng mass for rough random road with random cross-dopebetween left
and right wheels.

displacement response PSDs near the sprung mass lateral resonant fiequency, however,

the peak vdues of the roil and lateral acceleration response PSDs near the unsprung mass
roll resonant fkquency tend to increase with increase in the suspension damping.

4.5.3 Influence of Tire Vertical Stiffness

The efféct of variations in the vertical stifhess of tires on the ride and handling

performance of the vehicle is studied for l a t d acceleration and roadway excitations, by
vauyhg the tire vertical stiffness fiom2755 W m to 4755 kN/m. The correspondhg roll

and lateral displacement and acceleration response characteristics of the sprung mass are
illustrated in Figures 4.27 to 4.34. An increase in the effective roll stiflhess of the tires

due to increase in the vertical stifniess yields reduction in static and dynamic roll and
lateral deflection response in the veicinity of the roll mode resomce of the spmng mas

subject to laterd acceleration excitation, as shown in Figures 4.27 and 4.28. The increase

in tire vertical sti8ness, however, yields slight increase in the roll and lateral mode
resonant fkequencies of the sprung mass. Furthmore, the magnitudes of roll and lateral
displacements and accelerations tend to increase near the lateral mode (3.07 Hz)with

&er

tires. This increase may be attributed to high roll stiffness and reduced damping

ratio. The effect of tire vertical a e s s on the roii and lateral dynamics of the vehicle

subject to hannonic and out-of-phase roadway excitations (Figures 4.29 and 4.30) is also

sirnilar to that observed under centrifuga1 acceleration excitations. While the variations Ui
tire Stifbess cause only slight variations in the magnitude of response at low Sequencies,

the response behaviour correspondhg to higher fiequencies modes is strongly infiuenced
by the tire stiflkess.

The unsprung mass roU mode is strongly Muenced by the tire

stitniess. The unsprung mass roll mode hquency inaeases considerably with increase in
tire stifbess due to comesponding increase in the roll s t i f b s s , as shown in Figures 4.29

and 4.30. Under excitations arising fiom a randody rough roadway with randomly
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Influence of tire vertical stiniiess on the roii response characteristics of the
spmng mass (Excitation: 0.3g harmonic lateral acceleration)
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Infiuence of tire vertical stifniess on the lateral response characteristics of
the sprung mass (Excitation: 0.3g harrnonic lateral acceleration)
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Influence of tire vertical stifhess on the roil response characteristics of the
sprung mass (Excitation: 0.01 m harmonic out-of-phase displacement)
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Influence of tire vertical stitniess on the lateral response characteristics of
the spning mass (Excitation: 0.01 rn harmonic out-of-phase displacement)
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Influence of tire vertical stiffhess on PSD of roll displacement of the
s p m g mass for rough random road with random cross-slope between lefi
and right wheels.
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Influence of tue vertical stifiess on PSD of roll acceleration of the sprung
mass for rough random mad with random cross-dope between left and
right wheels.
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Influence of tire vertical sti££hess on PSD of lateral displacement of the
spmng mass for rough random road with random cross-dope between lefi
and right wheels.
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Influence of tire verticai stifniess on PSD of lateral acceleration of the
sprung mass for rough random road with random cross-dope between left
and right wheels.

distri'buted phase, an increase in tire &es

velds reduced body roll at the roll mode

ffequencies at the roll mode frequencies but considerably iarger roll acceleration near the

lateral mode resonanceaas shown in Figures 4.3 1 and 4.34. The random response PSD
characteristics of the sprung mass show dominant roil and lateral displacement resonances
at the spmg mass roii resoaant fieguency, and dominant roll and lateral acceleration

resonances at the sprung mass lateral natural fiequency. The results show that these

dominant roll and lateral displacement peak amplitudes ceo be rduced with increase in the
tire vertical StifIEness,rate, however, the corresponding roll and lated acceleration peak
magnitudes wili increase accordingly.

By contrast, the roll and lateral displacement

resonant peaks attnbuted to the s p m g mass lateral fiequency mode tend to increase with

increase in the tire vertical stifihess rate* while the roii and lateral acceleration resonant
peaks due to the unspning mass roll fiequency mode tend to decrease as the result of it.

4.5.4 Influence of Sprung Weight

The effect of the suspension spnuig weight on the handling and riding penonniince

of the candidate vehicle is investigated for varying suspension sprung m a s ftorn 13111 kg
to 15 11 1 kg and given lateral scceleration and roadway excitations.

The eequency

responses and random response PSD of the sprung mass are presented in Figures 4.35 to
4.42.

The effect of spmg weight on the dynamic behavior of the spmng mass for the
given lateral acceleration input is iiiustrated in Figures 4.35 to 4.36.

The fiequency

response characteristics show that heavier loaded suspension will yield lower spning rnass
roll and laterai natuml fiequencies and higher resonant peaks except for the laterai
response peaks about the spnuig mass lateral resonant fiequency. Lighter suspension
spmg weight yields s d e r roll and lateral responses of the s p m g mass in the vicinities
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I&ence of s p m g mass weight on the roii response characteristics of the
spning mass (Excitation: 0.3g hamonic laterd amleration)
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Innuence of spmng mass weight on the lateral response c h ~ e r i s t i c sof
the sprung mass (Excitation: 0.3g harmonic laterai acceleration)
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Muence of sprung mass weight on the roll response characteristics of the
sprung mass (Excitation: 0.01 rn harmonic out-of-phase displacement)
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Figure 4.38

Influence of spnmg mass weight on the lateral response characteristics of
the sprung mass (Excitation: 0.01 rn harmonic out-of-phase displacement)

of the fkequencies lower than the sprung mass roll and lateral resonant fiequencies.
Lighter suspension Ioad especially results lower roU and lateraf responses of the spmng

rnass ai ordinary steeriog frequencies, which is desirable for handling performance.

The e f f i of suspension toad on the spnuig m a s dynamic characteristics for given
hannonic out-of-phase road excitation is presented in Figures 4.37 to 4.38.

Slight

reductions in the roll and lateral responses of the sprung mass at the spnuig mass roU
1
t
8
m fiequency

are obsemed when the suspension is IigIiter. While at higher fkquency

of the sprung mass l a t d resonent fiequency, the Lighter suspension will r d t higher
pegks of the sprung m a s roll and lateral responses. Sirnilar effect is applied on the sprung

m a s laterai responses near the rmsprung mas natural frequency, wbiie the effect on the
correspondïng sprung mass roll responses is noticed insignincant.

The d o m road roll and laîeral response PSD of the s p m g mass correspondhg
to ciiffirent suspension loads are ülustrated in Figures 4.39 to 4.42. The dominant PSD
peaks of the roll and laterai displacement response characteristics of the spnuig mass are

yielded at the sprung mass roll resonant fiequency, while the dominant PSI3 peaks of the
roll and laterai acceleration response characteristics of the sprung mass ocair at the
spmg mass lateral resonmt fhquency. The r d t s reveal that heavier suspension sprung

weight tends to increase the these dominant roll and lateral displacement peaks, while
reduce the correspondhg dominant roll and lateral acceleration peaks.

Furthemore,

heavier spmg weight tends to reduce the lateral displacement peak attributed to the
spnuig mass lateral resonant mode. The results also show that the suspension sprung

weight doesn't have apparent influence on the peak values of the roll displacement

response near the spning mass laterai resonant mode, roll and lateral acceleration response

near the unsprung mass roll resonant mode.
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Influence of spmng mass weight on PSD of roll displacernent of the
sprung mass for rough random road with random cross-dope between left
and right wheel S.
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Muence of sprung mass weight on PSD of roll acceleration of the sprung
mass for rough random road with random cross-siope between lefi and
right wheels.
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Influence of spmng mass weight o n PSD of lateral displacement of the
spmng mass for rough random road wîth random cross-dopebetween lefi
and right wheels.
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Influence of sprung mass weight on PSD of lateral acceleration of the
spning mass for rough random road with random cross-dope between left
and right wheels.

The influence of vehicle speed on the response PSD characteristics of the
candidate vehicle is evaluated for given Gaussian random road excitation subject to

variaîion in vehicle speed fiom 110 kmm to 70 M.The response PSD of the spmg

mass is presented in Figures 4.43 to 4.46. The results cleariy show that the roll and lateral
displacement response PSD characteristics of the sprung mas &'bit

a do-

peak at

its roll naturd fkequency, wbde the roll and lateral acceleration respome PSD
characteristics of the s p m g mass display a dominant peak at its lateral resonant
fkpency. These dominant roii and lateral displacernent peak magnitudes tend to increase
with decrease in vehicle speed, while the dominant roll and lateral acceleration peak
m a p h d e s tend to decrease with decrease in vehicle speed. The amplitudes of the roll

and lateral displacernent respome peaks near the spning mass lateral resonant mode, and
the roll and lateral acceleration response peaks near the unspniog mass roll resonant mode

decrease with decrease in vehicle speed.

4.5.6 Muence of Random Road Roughness
The influence of random road roughness on the random response PSD
characteristics of the candidate vehicle is evaluated for given randorn roadway excitation

subject to road roughness coefficient varying fiom 0.15 to 0.4 and variance coefficient
varying fiorn 0.0033 to 0.012. The random response PSD of the sprung mass is illustrated

in Figures 4.47 to 4.50. The results show that the PSD characteristics of the s p m g mass
roll and lateral displacement response exhibit considerable large resonant at the sprung

mass roll naturai fkquency, while the correspondhg acceleration PSD exhibit signifiant
resonances at the sprung mass lateral nahiral fkequency. Fwtherrnore, the rougimess of
the random road affects the sprung mass response PSD amplitudes in a consistant and
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Figure 4.43

Infiuence of vehicle speed on PSD of roll displacement of the sprung mass
for rough random road with random cross-dope between lefi and right
wheels.
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Influence of vehicle speed on PSD of roll acceleration of the spning mass
for rough random road with random cross-dope between lefl and right
wheel s.
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Muence of vehicle speed on PSD of lateral displacement of the sprung
mass for rough random road with randorn cross-dope between lefi and
right wheels.
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Influence of vehicle speed on PSD of lateral acceleration of the spning
mass for rough random road with random cross-dope between left and
right wheels.
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Influence of road roughness on PSD of roll displacement of the spning
mass for random cross-slope between left and right wheels.
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Muence of road roughness on PSD of roil acceieration of the spmng
mass for random cross-dope between left and right wheels.
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Influence of road roughness on PSD of lateral displacement of the spning
mass for randorn cross-dope between left and right wheels.
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Influence of road roughness on PSD of lateral acceleration of the spning
mass for random cross-dope between left and right wheels.

si@cant

rnanner that rougher road surfkce yields tngher remnant peak magnitudes of the

displacement and acceleration response PSD of the sprung m a s .

In this chapter, the ride and handiing performance of two analytical models with

aineDOF aud fiveDOF ofthe candidate vehicle in the roll plane are investigated. System
properties such as natural fiequemies, damping ratio and dominant coordinates

corresponding to each resonant mode are studied. The fùndamental properties of the

suspension system are analyzed for harmonïc lateral acceleration excitation., hamonic outof-phase and random road excitations. The ïdiuences of the suspension panmeters and

vehicle opaatùig conditions on the candidate vehicle's ride and handling characteristics
are stuclied based upon the simpMed five-DOFanalytical model.

Chapter 5

Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work

In this dissertation, an analyticai investigation is performed to study the ride and
handling penormance characteristics of road vehicles equipped with beam-axle
suspensions and the effects of their restraining m e s . A modem high-decker highway
bus is considered as the candidate vehicle for the study. Three mathematicai models are
sequentially formulated with diEerent complexities in the roll plane comprising a single
composite beam-axle suspension constrained by a rigid transverse Panhard rod to
investigate the ride and handling performance of the candidate vehicle.

A kineto-static model is initidy developed to study the kinematic chartacteristics
of the beam-axle suspension with transverse constraining linkage. The roil characteristics
of the beam-axle suspension subject to constant lateral forces arking from cornering
maneuvers and the deflection of the sprung mass center of gravit. are studied. The
infiuence of the suspension parameters, such as the Panhard rod length and its geometrk
location, and the static roll inputs induced from the tire-road interface are analyzed. A
comprehensive nine-DOF dynarnic analysis mode1 is developed to investigate the dynamic
response characteristics of the beam-axle suspension subject to corneringldirectional
maneuvers and road irregularïties. The mass and mass moment of inertia of the Panhard
rod, and the elasticity of the Panhard rod bushings are appropnately incorporated in the
vehicle model. A simplifiecl five-DOF model is further derived upon neglecting the mass
of the rigid Panhard rod and the flexibility of the Panhard rod bushings. Both dynamic
models are validated with the available test data on the dominant ride fiequencies of the

highway bus. The results suggest that the simplined mode1 can be effectively used to
chatacterize the roll plane dynamics of the vehicle.
The handhg performance characteristics of the beam-axle suspension with
Panhard rod constra.int are malyzed specifically in t e m s of the roll and lateral fkquency
response characteristics of the sprung rnass, when the vehicle experiences harmonic
centrifùgal acceleration excitations. The ride penormance of the vehicle is evduated for
excitations due to tireterrain interface irregularities, such as harmonic out-of-phase
displacement excitations, and in a more general sense, random phase with Gaussian
random displacement excitations. The Gaussian random input density rnatrix is fomulated

by taking into account primarily the vehicle speed and the terrain roughness. The ride
responses of the beam-axle suspension with the Panhard rod constraint subject to the
random terrain are evduated and presented in terms of power spectral densities of
displacement and acceleration of the roll and lateral vibrations of the s p m g mass.
Sensitivity of the ride and handling characteristics of the suspension with respect to its
parameters' variations is investigated to enhance the understanding of the effects of the
Panhard rod constraint on the suspension ride and handling performance.

5.2

Highlights Of Investigation
This investigation is performed in three sequential phases. The major highlights of

each phase are surnrnarized in the following sections.

5.2.1 Development of a Candidate Vehicle Mode1
Based upon the survey of the reported literature on road vehicles with beam-axle
suspensions constrained by auxiliary linkages, such as the transverse Panhard rod, a high-

deck highway bus is selected for this investigation. The candidate vehicle cornprising the
front, dual-tire drive and rear bearn-axle suspensions is represented in the roll plane by a
single composite lumped beam-axle suspension constrained by a Panhard rod.

The

suspension air beliows and shock absorbers are assumed to deflect dong the axial
directions and represented by linear springs and dampen. The tire terrain interactions are
represented by the linear force-defection properties of the lumped tires assuming point-

contact with the non-deformable road. The analytical model of the candidate vehicle
comprises the spning and unsprung masses, paraiiel combinations of a vertical linear
spring and a vertical linear damper representing suspension air bellows and shock
absorbers, parailel combinations of a linear spring and a darnper in both vertical and lateral
directions representing the iinear force-defection properties of the lumped tire terrain
interactions, and a rigid transverse Panhard rod and its bushings. Centrifuga1 and vertical
excitations are fonnulated to represent the extemal loads due to directional maneuvers and
tire-road interactions, respectively.

5.2.2 fietostatic Characteristics of the Panhard Rod Beam-Axie

Suspension
A simplifiecl two-DOF non-linear roli plane model is developed to study the
kineto-static deflection behavior of the sprung mass of the candidate vehicle subject to
dSerent Ievels of comering!directional maneuvers. Kinematic analyses are perforxned

with and without roll motion of the unsprung mass to study the infiuence of the constraint
on the coordinates of the roll center and the sprung mass center of gravity. A constant
lateral force varying fiom -44.5 kN to 44.5 kN is applied to the center of gravity of the
sprung mass to represent the centrifllgal loads encountered during turns. A roll angle of
the unsprung mass is introduced to represent the effea of the roll input arising from the
tire-terrain intefices. The non-linear algebraic equations of the kineto-static model of the
candidate vehicle subjected to centrifbgal forces are solved using the Newton iteration
scheme. The roil motion of the sprung mas, the vertical defledon of the center of

gravity of the sprung mass, the instantaneous roil center of the suspension, and the
suspension roll stifiess are evaluated for different centrifuga1 accelerations to demonstrate
the influence of constraining linkage on the suspension performance.

5.2.3 Dynamic

Characteristics of the Panhard Rod Beam-Axle
Suspension

Two lurnped-parameter roll plane models of the vehicle with beam-axle suspension
are developed to investigate the ride and handling performance charactenstics.

A

comprehensive nine-DOF model incorporating the inertia and cornpliance of the Panhard
rod and its bushings is initially developed, which is simplifieci to a five-DOF model upon
neglecting the contribution due to inertia and cornpliance of the constraint. A 6ee-

vibration analysis of the two models is performed and the results are cornpared with the

measured dominant ride fkquencies of the candidate vehicle.

The validity of the

mathematical models is assesseci upon cornparison between the analyticai resonant
frequencies and the available experimental data on the dominant ride fiequemies. The
r e d t s of the study suggested that the contributions due to dynamics of the Panhard rod
constraints to the low frequency ride and handhg masures are negligible. The simplifieci

five-DOF can thus be effectively used to study the ride and handhg performance. The
bernatics of the Panhard rod, however, strongly influences the response behavior of the
vehicle and the suspension.
The simplified vehicle model is thus used to denve the ride and handliig response
of the vehicle subject to harmonic and random road excitations, and harrnonic centrifuga1
acceleration excitations. A performance criteria comprising roll and lateral displacement
and acceleration response is formulated to assess the effects of constraining Iinkage and
suspension parameters on the ride and handling response.

A pararnetric study is performed to establish an understanding on the influence of
variations in the suspension parameters and vehicle operating conditions, such as Panhard
rod length and its location, suspension stiffbess and darnping properties, load condition,
road condition and vehicle speed, on the dynamic ride and handling performance of the
candidate vehicle.

5.3

Conclusions
The conclusions drawn from this investigation are surnrnarized as follows:

The suspension roll center can be assurneci to be located at the intersection of the
vertical axis of the sprung m a s and the geometric center of the Panhard rod for
centrifuga1 acceleration ranging fiom -0.3gto 0.3g.

The roU ddections of the sprung mass and the Panhard rod, the lateral deflection of
the spmng mass center of gravity, the lateral and vertical deflections of the suspension
roll center, and the relative vertical displacement between the suspension roll center
and the s p m g mass center of gravity, vary in a nearly linear manner with the

centrifirgal force, ranging nom -44.5 IcN to 44.5 kN.
The effective suspension roll stifniess exhibits hear and asymmetric characteristics
corresponding to the centrifùgal force.

The negative lateral force yields higher

suspension roll stitniess wmpared to that under positive lateral force.
The asymmetric response characteristics of the spning mass roll angle and the
suspension roll stifniess under positive and negative centrifuga1 forces arising ffom the
lefi and right tums, respectively, are uisigniscant and c m thus be ignored.
The sprung mass roll angle is insigniscantly intluenced by the variations in the Panhard
rod orientation angle and the Panhard rod length, while it is apparently infiuenced by

the unsprung mass roll angle and the suspension spring rate.
The suspension roll stifiess hcreases with the increase in the suspension spring rate,

irrespective of the direction of the centrifuga1 force. For negative lateral force, larger
suspension roll stfiess is obtained with positive Panhard rod orientation angle, the
unsprung mass roll angle, and the longer Panhard rod.
Smaller relative vertical displacement of the suspension roll center relative to the
sprung mas center of gravity is observeci with positive Panhard rod orientation angle,

the positive unsprung mass roll angle and the suspension spring rate, while a stiffer

suspension spring yields small relative lateral displacement.
Variations in the Panhard rod orientation angle from -3

to +3 and the Panhard rod

length h m 0.6 m to 1.0 m have insignificant influence on the suspension dynamic
behavior.

The foliowing conclusions are in agreement with suspension tunuig practice.

Softer suspension deteriorates the r d stability and the handling qudity, while a s-er
suspension deteriorates the ride quality due to road irregularities.

An increase in suspension damping can effectively reduce the suspension resonant
deflections at lower frequencies, leading to improved handling performance, while a
lightly damping suspension is desirable to achieve better ride quality at higher
I

fiequencies.

A stiffer tire offers advantage in reducing the magnitudes of roll and lateral deflection
response at low frequencies, while a softer tire shows apparent decrease in the
resonant deflections at higher fiequencies.
Heavier sprung mass tends to deteriorate the handling quality slightly, while Iighter
sprung mass slightly deteriorates the ride quality at higher fkquencies.

5.4

Recommendations for Future Work
This thesis is carrieci out to evaluate the ride and handling characteristics of the

bearn-axle suspension with Panhard rod constraint of a candidate highway bus for
centrifùgal acceleration excitations and roll inputs due to road unevenness.

It is

recommended to undertake the following future works to fùrther explore its performance
potentials:

a

A more elaborate the-dimensional analytical model of the candidate highway bus
should be developed and analyzed to assess its ride and handling characteristics. This
model should include its three beam-axle suspensions: the fiont, drive and rear beamaxle suspensions. Other considerations should include: a more sophisticated threedimensional tire model and the effect of the steering linkage, etc.

The ride and handling response characteristics need to be evaluated under transient
steering maneuvers, where the contributions due to effective roll stiffness, and
kinematics and dynamics of wnstraùiing Linkage are expected to be significant.

In this study, the coordinates of the suspension roll center and the resultant suspension
roll stifniess are analyzed using single composite roll plane. A cornprehensive threedimensional model is highly desirable to acwunt for the dEerent d e loads and
suspension properties.
The non-hear properties of the suspension spnngs and dampers should be included in
the dynamic modeling of road vehicle.
The optimization on the parameters of bearn-de suspensions with Panhard rod
wnstraints of road vehicles should be perfomed to enhance the ride and handling
performance.

The concepts suggested in this thesis can be applied to broader applications, such
as light weight, high speed and high performance race cars. Further recommendations are

made accordingly as foliows:
The flexibility of the suspension sprung and unsprung masses, the restraining linkages,
and the non-linear characteristics of the suspension spnngs and dampers should be
taken into account.
The effect of the restraining force properties posed by the Panhard rod on the handling
performance of the vehicles should be fhther investigated.
The potential of replacing rigid Panhard rod with an active Panhard rod should be
exploreci to enhance the lateral stability and ride performance of the vehicle.
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